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Abstract 

 

Thermoregulatory clothing that can assist the human body in maintaining thermal 

comfort will not only improve quality of life and chance of survival in wide range of 

environments, but also result in huge energy saving used for regulating the indoor 

thermal environment. Development of effective thermoregulatory clothing however 

represents an enormous challenge.  

 

Here, for the first time we show a lightweight thermoelectric air conditioning 

undergarment system with a branching tubing network capable of supplying sufficient 

heating and cooling power to expand the ambient temperature by 2.2 ºC (4ºF) on both 

hot and cold sides of the neutral band without comprising thermal comfort, which can 

potentially bring about 15% saving in HVAC energy consumption. It was 

demonstrated that the performance of the air cooling/heating system can be optimized 

by using the optimum operation conditions of energy input and the optimal tubing 

diameters at different levels.  

 

In addition, the heating/cooling effect of the personal air thermoregulatory system is 

also affected by the interactions between human and clothing, such as body postures 



 

and clothing design. It was found that sedentary posture can lead to higher heating and 

cooling power than standing posture. Leaning position for sedentary posture can 

further improve the performance in cooing condition. These improvements are mainly 

attributed to the change in heat transfer efficiency at chest and back areas, where air 

flow is directed to. It was also found, the position of wind outlets for a personal air 

thermoregulatory clothing has influence on the cooling/heating performance.  
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PREFACE 

 

This study was based on an Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) 

project with a purpose of applying personal thermoregulatory system to partially 

replace the function of building’s air-conditioning system for energy saving and 

thermal comfort. In order to create a local thermal envelop around human body for 

personal cooling/heating without interfering with people’s normal activities, we 

developed a lightweight and portable personal thermoregulatory garment that 

combines thermoelectric device and air distribution system. This dissertation shows 

entire process of the study, from system design and theoretical modeling to 

performance testing and function demonstration.  

 

The dissertation is written in paper option format, composed of contents from three 

papers for publication. First, the chapter 2 is based on a review paper that discusses 

previous works on personal cooling and heating approaches, including their categories, 

functions, properties and limitations. Then the chapter 3 as the main research focus of 

this study, shows the development and properties investigation of a thermoelectric air 

conditioning clothing system for personal thermoregulation. The chapter 4 as a 

following study of chapter 3, demonstrates how body postures and position of wind 

outlets influence the performance of the air conditioning clothing system.



1 

CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

 

Human beings are homeothermic, which means their body temperature should be 

maintained within a very narrow range. This can be achieved to some extent by 

physiological thermoregulation, such as sweating, muscle shivering and 

vasoconstriction.1 Nevertheless, human body’s own ability to regulate body 

temperature cannot ensure thermal comfort and sometimes can expose the person to 

danger. In most conditions, clothing and/or shelter are essential for survival.   

 

In indoor environments, we nowadays heavily rely on heating, ventilation and air 

conditioning system (HVAC) systems, which consume about 13% of total energy 

consumption of United States.2 Despite of the huge energy consumption, HVAC 

systems cannot make every indoor occupant equally comfortable under the same 

setting. Therefore, personal thermal management that minimizes energy consumption 

and improves individual thermal comfort is highly desirable. Past study predicted that 

over 15% HVAC energy consumption (viz. ~2% of total energy consumption) can be 

saved, if personal thermal management can enable the indoor HVAC set-point to be 

broaden by 4°F (2.2°C) on both side without compromising thermal comfort.3  

 

Clothing, as a portable environment, is ideal for personal thermal management in both 

indoor and outdoor conditions. Heating or heat conservation using clothing can be 

achieved by adding insulation or heating elements into clothing. Comparatively, 

cooling in clothing is more challenging. Yet, this is what most needed for hot climates. 
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Effective cooling garments will not only save huge energy consumption in indoor 

space cooling, but also significantly improve the quality of life in outdoor 

environments.   

 

1.2 Thermal Comfort  

 

Thermal comfort is defined as the condition of mind which expresses satisfaction with 

the thermal environment.4 Conventionally, thermal comfort is treated as a subjective 

condition because satisfaction with thermal environment is a state of mind and 

influenced by personal differences, e.g. physical, psychological, and physiological 

factors.  

 

1.2.1 Concept of Thermal Comfort 

 

Fanger mentioned six determining factors for thermal comfort:5 

 

1. air temperature 

2. mean radiant temperature 

3. relative air velocity 

4. vapor pressure in ambient air 

5. activity level (internal heat production in the body) 

6. thermal resistance of clothing 

 

The top four factors are physical parameters that constitute the environment 

conditions, while the last two factors are related with personal thermal management. 
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Adjustment of activity level is an important mechanism of physiological 

thermoregulation. Changing the thermal resistance of clothing is an effective way of 

clothing thermoregulation.  

 

In general, thermal comfort occurs when body temperature is within a narrow range, 

skin moisture is low, and the physiological regulation is minimized (ASHRAE 55). 6 

In 1970, Fanger defined three conditions for a person to be in overall thermal 

comfort:7  

• The body is in heat balance; 

• The sweat rate is within comfort limits; 

• The mean skin temperature is within comfort limits. 

 

Hardy (1970) also described the physiological conditions of general thermal comfort 

(at low activity levels) as follows:8 

 

• Internal body temperature is from 36.6 to 37.1 ºC; 

• Mean skin temperature is from 33 to 34.5 ºC for man and 32.5 to 35 ºC for 

women; 

• Local skin temperature is variable over the body but generally between 32 and 

35.5 ºC; 

• Temperature regulation is completely accomplished by vasomotor control of 

blood flow to the skin (no sweating/shivering present). 

 

In the study of thermal comfort, the thermal sensation is considered as an objective 

condition that can be characterized. Macpherson (1962) defined six factors that 

influence thermal sensation: air temperature, air velocity, relative humidity, mean 
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radiant temperature, clothing insulation, and activity level.9 Hey (1975) defined the 

term “thermal neutrality” to environments where body temperature is normal and 

remains normal while heat production and evaporative water loss both remain at a 

minimum.10 In this condition, water loss is mainly through insensible perspiration 

instead of sweating. In a seven-point thermal sensation scaling test (ASHRAE), where 

“-3” means cold and “+3” means hot, a neutral thermal sensation “0” is considered as 

a thermal comfort value.  

 

In addition to the overall thermal neutral sensation and the mean skin temperature, the 

acceptable touch temperatures for different body regions are also important for the 

evaluation of thermal comfort. The heat-pain threshold temperature is found to be 42 

ºC for chest, 43.6 ºC for forearm, 43.8 ºC for hand & thigh, and 44.5 ºC for foot.11 The 

cold-pain threshold is found to be 12.9 ºC for face, 12.0 ºC for forehead, 11.0 ºC for 

Neck and hand.12  

 

1.2.2 Heat Balance of Human Body 

 

To achieve the neutral thermal sensation, human body must maintain a balance 

between the heat produced by metabolism and the heat loss from body.13 Human 

body’s physiological process and heat transfer with the surrounding environments 

determine the following heat balance equation, viz:  

 

  (1)  

 

where, is the metabolic rate, energy used to do external work, convective 

and conductive heat loss from the clothed body surface, heat loss by radiation from 

SECERCWM resressk +++++=- )()(

M W C

R
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the clothed body surface,  evaporative heat loss from the skin due to perspiration, 

dry heat loss through respiration, evaporative heat loss through respiration, 

human body energy storage.  

 

Under thermal comfort state, the internal heat production of human body is balanced 

by heat loss from the human body (viz. ) while maintaining the core 

temperature, skin temperature and sweating rate within the comfort limits. 

 

The respiratory heat losses ( and ) are determined by metabolic rate and 

environmental conditions (viz. temperature and humidity). the direct ( and ) and 

evaporative heat loss ( ) from the clothed human body are determined by clothing 

thermal insulation and evaporative resistance, which will be introduced later. 

 

Also, there are two types of convective heat transfer: the first type is natural 

convection, which is driven by the density difference of air fluid in different locations 

as a result of temperature gradient. It occurs over the whole human body and leads to 

an upward streaming of warm air. The second type is forced convection, in which air 

fluid movement is caused by some external sources such as wind or human body 

movement.  

 

1.3 Physiological Thermoregulation  

 

1.3.1 Basal Metabolism 

 

In human metabolic process, about 80-90% of the energy becomes heat, according to 

different levels of activities.7 The heat converted from chemical energy is essential to 

skE

resC resE

S

0=S

resC resE

C R

skE
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support cellular process and maintain body temperature.  

The basal metabolic rate is measured when people are resting in a thermoneutral 

environment with 50% relative humidity.14 The heat produced by basal metabolism is 

mainly in muscles, liver and glands. It is about 30 W/m2 when lying at rest and about 

58 W/m2 when sitting at rest. During extreme physical activities, body heat production 

can be 20 times more than the heat produced by basal metabolism (viz.  about 600 

W/m2).15 The metabolic rate can also be affected by the weight of clothing or wearable 

accessories. It is reported that adding 3kg to 5 kg to clothing weight may increase 

the metabolism energy cost of wearers by about 9% to 16% in a stepping task.16 

But half of this increase is attributed to factors other than the clothing weight. It 

is found that for the same overall clothing weight, one additional clothing layer 

results in 2.4% increase in metabolic rate. Besides, the energy cost of carrying a 

load on the feet is 4 – 6 times that of carrying the same load on the torso.17 

 

Normally, the heat generated from basal metabolism can be passively lost to the 

environment by conduction, convection or radiation, in order to maintain the heat 

balance. If the environmental temperature is higher than body temperature, passive 

heat loss becomes not possible. In such a condition, the heat can only be dissipated 

through evaporation of perspiration.  

 

1.3.2 Core Temperature 

 

Human body core temperature should be maintained at about 37 ℃ despite of much 

larger variation in ambient temperature and a variation of more than ± 2 ℃ in body 

core temperature can present danger to life.14 It is not influenced directly by the 

change of temperature gradient through peripheral regions. The central core includes 
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the skull, throax, abdomen and deep tissues of the limbs. Therefore, the core 

temperature is actually a mean temperature of different sites within the body and can’t 

be measured accurately. Usually, the temperature of the hypothalamus is regarded as 

core temperature. For the purpose of thermal comfort, the core temperature should be 

within 37 ± 0.5 ℃. 14 

 

1.3.3 Physiological Thermoregulation System 

 

Thermoregulation is a coordinated behavior that establishes an optimal condition for 

heat exchange between human body and the environment.18 This physiological 

regulation of body temperature involves both central and peripheral mechanisms.  

 

For the central nervous system, hypothalamus is the main thermosensitive structure 

that is responsible for temperature sensing and response eliciting. Spinal cord is 

another site of central thermosensitve structures, which not only transmit impulses 

centrally, but also affect the thermal regulating mechanisms through motor neurons. 

The peripheral systems, including cold and warm receptors for temperature sensations, 

allow behavioral responses to thermal stimulation and also initiate peripheral and 

central thermoregulatory reflexes in human body.  

 

Basically, thermoregulatory response is an integrated response that is initiated by 

temperature stimuli from various part of body and a combination of thermal inputs.14 

The regulation is realized through adjusting metabolism, blood circulatory system, and 

evaporation during respiration and perspiration.  
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1.3.4 Mechanism of Increasing Heat Production 

 

Skeletal muscle activity is the main mechanism for increasing metabolic heat 

production. The skeletal muscle makes up about 50 % of the body mass and 

contributes about 20% of the heat production at rest.14 Usually, cooling the spinal cord 

leads to a shivering of skeletal muscle, which increases the rate of metabolism as 

much as five folds. But the heat generated in this process will be lost through the 

convection that is caused by body movement. Even so, the visible shivering can 

increase the basic heat production by 100%. 

 

Besides, peripheral cold receptors are also very important in the human defense 

mechanism against cold. Especially at core temperature below the set point, when 

metabolic heat production falls, actions of cutaneous cold receptors contribute to the 

heat generation.14 

 

1.3.5 Blood Vessels 

 

Vascular control is very important for the thermoregulation of human body, especially 

for maintaining the core temperature in different environments. Through changing the 

blood flow, heat transfer between body and environment can be controlled. And this is 

mainly achieved by adjusting skin temperature.  

 

In a cold environment, to prevent excessive heat loss, cutaneous arteriolar and venous 

blood flow is reduced due to the vasoconstriction, which decreases the heat flow from 

the core to the body surface. As a result, the skin temperature falls to near the 

temperature of the surroundings and the heat loss can be reduced significantly. Also, 
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the vasoconstriction allows more heat exchange between the returning cold blood in 

the veins and the near arteries. It prevents the returning blood to be much colder than 

the core so as to maintain the core temperature.  

 

In a hot environment, vasodilatation occurs to enhance heat dissipation and prevent the 

core temperature from rising above the normal level. It increases the superficial blood 

flow and allows more heat to be transferred from the core to the skin. As a result, the 

skin temperature is increased and more heat can be lost from the body to the 

environment. However, if the ambient temperature is higher than that of the skin, 

vasodilation become undesirable and accelerates the heat gain of body instead. 

 

1.3.6 Perspiration and Respiration 

 

Evaporation of water from the body is another important mechanism of 

thermoregulation. The water loss is not only from skin but also from respiratory tract. 

Since the latent heat of water evaporation is about 2.4 KJ/gram, water loss can be a 

very effective way for heat dissipation. In thermal neutral environment, only 

insensible perspiration occurs as vapor diffuses through the skin. Under such 

condition, the total amount of water loss from both perspiration and respiration is 

about 30 g/h, half of which is attributed to respiration.19 It is found that the total heat 

loss due to respiration (including dry and evaporative heat loss) is between 25 and 30 

% of the resting metabolic and between 15 and 20 % of the working metabolic rate 

when the ambient temperature ranges from – 40 ℃ to 20 ℃.20 However, when the 

environment is too hot or the body heat generated is too much to be dissipated by 

convection and radiation, sweating appears. The anterior hypothalamus initiates 

sweating by sending signals to the sweat glands of the body. The sweating rate can be 
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increased by a factor of 10-20 times with 1 ℃ rise in core temperature. Under extreme 

conditions, it can be as much as 600 to 900 g h m-2 and increases the heat dissipation 

around 400 to 600 W h m-2.19 Since the water of perspiration comes from blood, an 

adequate blood volume is very important for maintaining the evaporative heat loss.  

 

For respiration, heat loss is not only through water evaporation but also involves the 

heat exchange between respiratory tract and ambient air because the ambient 

temperature is usually lower than body temperature. 

 

1.4 Clothing Thermal Comfort 

 

Clothing can be considered as a portable environment or a second skin. One of the 

primary function of clothing is to provide aids in maintaining the thermal balance of 

the human body and ensure a thermal comfort sensation through controlling the heat 

loss, skin temperature, air movement and humidity at body surface.21  

 

As mentioned in the previous section, large amount of sweat and heat can be produced 

during intensive activities, such as sports and manual labors.  If the heat is not 

released effectively from the body, heat stress may occur and cause negative effect on 

the performance of wearers. 22 Also, resistance to moisture vapor transmission will 

lead to vapor condensation and hindrance to perspiration, resulting in thermal 

discomfort. Therefore, heat and moisture vapor transfer are two main factors that 

determine the thermal comfort of clothing. The overall thermal comfort properties are 

not only related with the clothing layers but also affected by the enclosed air layer 

between the wearer’s body and clothing, as well as the boundary air layer that 

surrounds the outer surface of clothing and wearer’s uncovered skin.  
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Woodcock 23 assumed that the dry heat transfer and evaporative heat transfer are 

independent of each other and can be measured separately. The dry heat transfer is 

mainly governed by the temperature difference between human body skin surface and 

environment. Correspondingly, the evaporative heat transfer is governed by the 

difference in partial water vapor pressure. Based on woodcock’s assumption, the total 

heat transfer can be expressed as:  

 

                                                   (2) 

 

                                                    (3) 

 

where, C + R dry heat loss (W),  evaporative heat loss (W), A is surface area of 

the human body (m2), mean skin temperature (°C), mean ambient temperature 

(°C), mean moisture vapor pressure at the skin surface (kPa), mean moisture 

vapor pressure in the environment (kPa), total thermal insulation (including all 

clothing, enclosed air layer, boundary air layer) from body surface to the environment 

(°C· m2/W) and total evaporative resistance from body surface to the environment 

(kPa· m2/W). 

 

                                                       (4) 

 

                                                      (5) 

 

where,  the intrinsic clothing thermal insulation (°C· m2/W) representing thermal 

insulation from skin surface to the outer clothing surface (including enclosed air 
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layer), the thermal insulation of boundary air layer that surrounds skin surface of 

nude body (°C· m2/W), the intrinsic evaporative resistance of clothing (kPa· 

m2/W), the evaporative resistance of boundary air layer that surrounds the skin 

surface of nude body (kPa· m2/W), and clothing area factor (ratio of the outer 

surface area of the clothed body to the surface area of the nude body) that is always 

larger than 1. For clothing with larger outer surface area (larger ), the insulative 

effect of boundary air layer is lower, thus the  and are lower.  

 

Thermal insulation  and evaporative resistance  are two important factors for 

evaluating clothing thermal comfort. Based on these two factors, Wookcock 24 

introduced the moisture permeability index (im) as a dimensionless parameter to 

represent the vapor permeability of clothing in steady state.  

 
𝑖I = 	60.6	 × PQ

CQ
	                                                     (6)  

 

The index im ranging from 0 to 1 allows a quantitative measurement of the human 

clothing environment. Higher value of im is preferred as it means the clothing has 

higher insulation, but less resistance to moisture transmission. The ISO 9920 2007 

reported that the average im for outdoor clothing of one to two layers is around 0.38. 25 

 

Apart from these physical parameters, ISO 7730 established a physiological model to 

predict the thermal sensation of an average person exposed to a moderate thermal 

environment (e.g. indoor) based on experiments involving 1300 human subjects. The 

thermal sensation is expressed in PMV (predicted mean vote: +3 hot; +2 warm; +1 

slightly warm; 0 neutral; -1 slight cool; -2 cool; -3 cold) and PPD (predicted 

percentage of dissatisfied):  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW: THERMOREGULATORY CLOTHING FOR 

PERSONAL THERMAL MANAGEMENT  

 

Clothing thermoregulation can be used to provide either cooling or heating, depending 

on the requirement in different environmental and body conditions. Clothing 

thermoregulation involves the control of heat conduction, convection, radiation, liquid 

transportation and evaporation. Based on the source of cooling/heating and triggering 

conditions, clothing thermoregulation can be categorized into two types, viz. passive 

clothing thermoregulation and active clothing thermoregulation. 

 

2.1 Passive Clothing Thermoregulation  

 

Passive clothing thermoregulation is based on the inherent properties of the clothing 

system instead of external energy input. The triggering and the effectiveness of the 

thermoregulation depend on the coordination of external factors, such as human body 

conditions and environments. Passive clothing thermoregulation can be realized 

through engineered fibers and yarns, novel fabric constructions and functional garment 

designs.  

 

2.1.1 Fibers and Yarns  

 

The thermal and moisture transport properties of fibers and yarns affect the heat and 

mass transfer through clothing, thus contributing the thermoregulation of human body. 
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Moisture absorption and desorption properties of fibers is a major factor. Hygroscopic 

fibers, such as wool and cotton, release heat while absorbing moisture. The combined 

function of moisture absorption and heat release can regulate the moisture 

concentration as well as the temperature profile across the clothing, therefore 

maintaining a thermally comfortable clothing microclimate. Kim’s study 1 investigated 

the influence of fiber type on the vapor pressure and temperature at the fabric surface. 

The results indicated that cotton/cotton assembly would bring a dryer and warmer 

feeling at the onset of sweating than polyester/polyester mixed assembly. Wu and 

Fan’s study 2 showed that placing hygroscopic battings in the inner region of a 

clothing assembly could reduce moisture condensation and upgrade the thermal 

comfort of the cold protective clothing system.  

 

Also, fibers with good liquid water transport properties can help prevent the 

accumulation of perspiration on the human skin and facilitate the evaporative cooling 

effect by allowing the liquid sweat to flow to the outer layer of clothing. Hygroscopic 

fibers, such as cotton and viscose, have very high intrinsic water absorption, 1 3 but 

tend to retain the water in the structure and show poor moisture transportation and 

release. On the other hand, non-hygroscopic fibers such as polyester has few bonding 

sites for water molecules and can help the release of moisture without getting wet. A 

composite yarn 4 with polyester filaments as core and profiled polyester/cotton fibers 

as sheath showed higher efficiency in moisture absorption and moisture release. The 

moisture absorption of some common textile materials is shown in Table 1. 5 It was 

also found 6 that, the better the water absorption of the outer layer yarn and poorer that 

of the inner layer yarn were, the more water could be transferred out from the inner 

layer of the fabric. In some multilayer textiles 7, hydrophobic fibers are used for the 

inner layer while hydrophilic fibers are used for the outer layer in order to direct the 
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liquid sweat transport to the outer layer for evaporation. In addition, fibers with 

irregular cross-section and hydrophilic surface finishes were also found to be able to 

facilitate the wicking of liquid sweat and this concept has been applied in some 

successful commercial products like COOLMAX®.  

 

Table 1. Equilibrium moisture regain (%) of the different fabric materials at 25 °C. 5 

 

% Relative 

humidity 

Wool Cotton 45/55 (%) 

wool/polyester  

Polyester 

25 6.13 3.19 2.84 0.25 

50 10.1 5.25 4.78 0.40 

75 15.2 7.98 6.99 0.56 

100 35 23 16 0.8 

 

In addition, surface treatment can be used to modify the heat and moisture transfer 

properties of fibers. For example, it was shown that plasma surface treatment can 

improve the hydrophilic properties of textile materials, such as linen 8 and polyester 9, 

and thus increasing the wicking rate and wettability without significant change in 

tensile strength. 

 

2.1.2 Fabric Structures 

 

In addition to the material properties, the ways how fibers, yarns and fabric layers are 

organized can significantly affect the heat or mass transfer properties of textiles.  

 

Smart responsive fabrics that change themselves in response to the change of climate 
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and metabolism can keep the wearer more comfortable in different conditions. In 

Sarkar et al’s study, a moisture-responsive fabric was designed using yarns with 

different hygro-responsive properties.10 The responsive fabric showed reversible 

dimensional changes of yarns, which widen or narrow the openings of fabric 

depending on moisture content. The research showed that openings were widened in 

wet condition as a result of uneven swelling behavior of the fabric with alternative 

polyester and wool weft. The change allowed fabric with 1 cm slit to have 3.08 

cm3/cm2 s more air permeability in wet condition than dry condition. This property can 

be applied to enhance body cooling for better comfort in humid and sweating 

conditions. But the limitation is that the moisture-responsive function can only work 

when the wearer is in a profuse sweating condition.  

 

Biomimetic fabric structures have also been developed. Inspired by the exceptional 

water transport properties of plants, of which the tree-shaped network has a minimum 

resistance to fluid flow, fabrics with three-layer self-stitched woven structure was 

developed and showed fast initial water absorption and water transmission rate.11 12 In 

this structure, four yarns were bundled together in the bottom layer emulating the 

“main stems” of plants while the middle and the top layer, consisting of two yarns and 

single yarn, respectively, mimicking different levels of “branches”. Besides, a plant-

structured knitted fabric was also developed for sportswear application, in which yarns 

are grouped together inside facing the skin and split into individuals in the side away 

from the skin and showing a directional liquid transport property.13 14 15  

 

2.1.3 Thermal or moisture responsive membranes 

 

Temperature sensitive membrane is a type of stimuli-responsive material that could be 
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incorporated into clothing for thermoregulation. One category of temperature-sensitive 

membrane is composed of both soft and hard segments. It was claimed that these 

materials are able to change their water vapor transmission rate across the transition 

temperature, such as glass transition temperature or melting point of crystalline 

segments. For example, when melting takes place, the motion of the soft-segment 

molecular chain is triggered, resulting in an increase in free volume among the soft 

segments.16 The increase in free volume creates more paths and allow the water vapor 

to pass through the membrane more easily. Ding’s research demonstrated that crystal 

melting of shape memory polyurethane film leaded to significant increase in water 

vapor permeability when the temperature ranged from 10 to 50 °C. Relative change of 

amorphous area also increases with the rise of temperature.17 However, the observed 

increase in the water vapor flux across the transition temperature may be due to the 

increased vapor pressure gradient rather than the increase in vapor permeability.18 

Another type of temperature-sensitive membrane is achieved by grafting polymers 

with a lower concentration solution temperature (LCST) in the physiological range 

onto a polymer porous membrane.19 20 The porous membrane is filled with poly(N-

isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM). When temperature is higher than LCST of PNIPAM 

in the presence of water, the pores open and thus increases the water vapor 

transmission rate.20  However, the change of moisture permeability of such materials 

in response to temperature is very limited and it is also not desirable to completely 

close the pores at low temperature since breathability is required for the transmission 

of insensible perspiration which takes place even at a low ambient temperature.  

 

Apart from the thermal-responsive material, a team of MIT researchers designed a 

moisture-responsive workout suit called BioLogic with ventilating flaps that open and 

close in response to an athlete’s body heat and sweat.21 – 24 These flaps, ranged from 
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thumbnail to finger-sized, were made of biohybrid films that were composed of fabric 

substrate (latex) lined with living bacillus subtilis natto cells, which shrinked and 

expanded in response to changes in humidity. Their study showed that the bending 

curvature of the biohybrid film was related with the contraction strain and affected by 

relative humidity as well as the thickness of cell layer (1 μm to 5 μm). The stress and 

strain of the cell layer decreased with the rise of relative humidity.23 It was found that 

the Natto cells had strong force and fast response that allowed its size to change by 

50% and recover to the original state within 1 min. The cells can drive the flaps to 

open when the athlete perspire and pull them closed when the body has cooled off. 

One problem of this suit might be washing, because the natto cells were coated on the 

fabric and anchored by the hygromorphic bonds, which cannot withstand a long time 

flush of water. Besides, the bilayer structure of the fabric means that it is relative thick 

and less stretchable and cannot be used for all parts of the body suit. 

 

2.1.4 Infrared Reflective or Transparent Films  

 

Infrared thermal radiation from the clothing surface may contribute more than 50 % of 

the total body heat loss in relatively cold environment.25 Hence, regulation of infrared 

thermal radiation can be applied for personal thermoregulation. Hsu developed a 

metallic nanowire-coated cotton textile that aimed to warm up human body through 

increasing the reflection of body infrared radiation by 40%.26 This technology was 

supposed to reduce the energy used on indoor heating. The metallic nanowires form a 

network in which the void space has a dimension (about 200 nm) smaller than the IR 

wavelength, and thus allows the IR radiation to be reflected back toward the body to 

reduce heat loss, without blocking the moisture vapor transmission through the fabric. 

It was claimed that the metallic nanowire coating can provide 21% more thermal 
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insulation to a single layer cotton cloth with only 2% decrease in water vapor 

permeability. However, the flexibility of the coated fabric was not measured 

quantitatively. With the metallic nanowire coating, the fabric may become stiffer and 

rougher that causes tactile discomfort to wearers.  

 

In the outdoor condition, garment ensembles with multilayers are usually used for 

protection from cold. Inspired by the blocking of thermal radiation within penguin 

down while allowing transmission of moisture for comfort, Fan’s group developed a 

multilayer fibrous assembly consisting of conventional fibrous battings and reflective 

aluminum-coated polyester nonwoven interlayers.27 28 29 It was demonstrated that 

assembly with 6 thin battings showed best thermal insulation and little effect on 

moisture transmission when 3 reflective interlayers were inserted closer to the body. 

The thermal insulation can be increased by 39% with only 14% sacrifice of water 

vapor resistance.   

 

On the other hand, allowing transmission of infrared thermal radiation enables passive 

cooling. Infrared-transparent visible-opaque (ITVO) fabric therefore attracted a lot of 

attentions in recent years.30 - 35 Based on a heat transfer model, Tong suggests that the 

increased thermal radiation heat loss of an indoor occupant wearing clothing made of a 

fabric with a minimum IR transmittance of 0.644 and a maximum IR reflectance of 

0.2 in comparison with wearing a conventional textile fabric can make the wearer feel 

thermally comfortable at room temperature as high as 26.1 °C.31 So, they conducted a 

simulation of a virtual ITVO fabric composed of parallel-aligned polyethylene fibers 

with 1 μm diameter fibers bundled into 30 μm yarns. This structure is designed to 

minimize IR reflections via weak Rayleigh scattering while maintaining the 

opaqueness to visible light through strong Mie scattering. A numerical simulation 
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predicts that the fabric has a total hemispherical IR transmittance of 0.972, which is 

nearly perfectly transparent to mid- and far-IR radiation. However, no experimental 

evaluation has been conducted to prove the practical optical properties and cooling 

effect of this fabric design. 

 

Based on the same concept, Hsu and his coworkers developed an ITVO radiative 

cooling fabric using a commercial available nanoporous polyethylene (nanoPE) film 

with 50 % pore volume.30 With nanopores in a size range of 50~1000 nm, the nanoPE 

is transparent to the mid-infrared radiation (7~14 μm) emitted from human body but 

opaque to the visible light, leading to an increased IR radiation dissipation and a 

passive cooling effect. To enhance the water vapor permeability and the wicking 

ability of the material, the nanoPE film was punched with microholes and then coated 

with hydrophilic agent polydopamine (PDA). In addition, a cotton mesh was 

sandwiched between two layers of the PDA treated nanoPE film to further improve the 

wicking property.  It was claimed that when the ambient temperature is 23.5 ℃, the 

skin covered with nanoPE could have a surface temperature 2.7 ℃ lower than that 

covered with cotton.  

 

However, a critical point neglected in above two studies of ITVO radiative cooling 

garment is that even though conventional textile fabrics like cotton absorbs IR 

radiation from human body, it is also an excellent emitter of IR radiation from the 

outer surface. As cotton has IR emissivity of 0.89 and IR transmissivity of 0.02, the 

total dissipation of IR radiation (0.91) is close to that of ITVO fabric (0.97) and human 

skin (0.98).34 It means, ITVO materials only have little advantage in radiative heat 

dissipation over cotton. Furthermore, the cooling function of ITVO fabric highly 

depends on the difference between skin temperature and environment temperature. 
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People in a hot environment (i.e., environment temperature > 30℃) may not be able to 

benefit from radiative cooling, significantly.  

 

Considering the high IR emissivity of cotton, Cai later developed a radiative heating 

textile by laminating a metallized nanoPE film on the cotton fabric. The metallized 

film was fabricated through coating an IR-reflective layer (Ag) onto the IR-transparent 

nanoPE layer.34 The IR-reflective layer was attached to the outer surface of cotton 

fabric and the IR-transparent layer acts as a support/protection layer. The metallized 

nanoPE film has a minimal IR emissivity of 10.1%, which can suppress the heat 

radiation loss of the cotton fabric. Also, the nanopores in the film are smaller than IR 

wavelength but larger than the water molecule, thus allowing moisture vapor to 

transmit through the fabric. A thermal measurement shows that, for indoor occupants 

wearing the passive heating textile the set-point of room temperature can be lowered 

by 7.1 ℃ compared to traditional cotton textile.  

 

Through combing above two methods, this research group further developed a dual-

mode textile for both passive heating and cooling.35 The dual-mode textile was 

composed of a bilayer emitter with different emissivity of IR radiation on both sides 

that embedded between two layers of IR-transparent nanoPE film with different 

thickness. The heating effect can be achieved when the layer with low emissivity but 

high reflectivity is facing outside, while the cooling can be realized through flipping 

the textile inside out and making the high-emissivity layer facing outside. Also, in the 

cooling mode, the bottom nanoPE layer with a smaller thickness can ensure an 

efficient thermal conduction between emitter and skin, resulting in a high heat transfer 

coefficient. While, in the heating mode, the bottom layer with larger thickness can 

reduce the thermal conductance and inhibit the heat loss.  
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The IR radiative regulation fabrics show an innovative possibility in realizing passive 

cooling or heating of human body without any energy input. Nevertheless, the use of 

such materials will be ineffective when the radiative heat loss is minimal under the 

condition that the environmental temperature is close to the clothing surface 

temperature due to either hot climate or forced convection.   

 

2.1.5 Phase Change Materials (PCM)  

 

Phase change materials (PCM) are able to store or release latent heat while the state 

changes within a certain temperature range, such as when wax melts or solidifies as it 

is heated up or cooled off. In the application of thermoregulatory clothing, PCMs with 

a melting temperature close to human body temperature are preferred. Back in 1980s, 

NASA first incorporated PCMs in textiles of astronauts’ spacesuits for thermal 

protection from the extreme temperatures in space.36 PCMs have some advantages 

such as, variable temperature ranges for state transition, high energy storage capacity 

per unit weight, and ease of recycling. The performance of PCM containing garment is 

mainly determined by the types of material and the ways in which PCMs are 

incorporated into the fabrics.  

 

The most widely used PCMs in garments are ice, frozen gel, paraffin waxes, hydrated 

salts and fatty acids.37 38  

 

Ice as the most well known PCM has a latent heat storage capacity about 334 J/g at the 

melting point 0°C, which provides a significant cooling effect. In Juhani’s 

research, the cooling effect of ice-vest (Flexi ICE Cold Vest TM) on fire fighters 
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has been studied through both thermal manikin test and human subject test in hot-

dry environment (ambient temperature 45°C, relative humidity 30%).39 The result 

showed that ice-vest (1 kg) is able to reduce wearer’s heart rate by 10 beats/min 

and the amount of sweating by 13 %, while promoting the work efficiency by 10 

%. The manikin test showed that within 100 minutes, the average heat loss 

induced by the ice-vest is about 26W/m2 for the whole body. Previous study 

claimed that the cooling effect of ice-vest is a linear function of the amount of 

ice.40 Larger amount of ice used in the cooling garment leads to more reduction 

in body temperature and heart rate and longer tolerance time. However, cooling 

garments with large amount of ice bags for long effective time are very heavy. 

Also, the low temperature of ice surface may reduce the skin temperature too 

quickly and cause discomfort sensation of wearers, thus limiting the application 

of ice cooling garment.  

 

Compared with ice, frozen gel is a mixture of starch, water and other ingredients 

that has a similar cooling capacity per unit weight but longer duration and more 

gradual cooling effect.41 42 Effectiveness of cooling vests with frozen gel were 

studied in reducing heat strain when subjects worn a firefighting protective 

ensemble during rest and exercise in a hot and humid environment.43 Results 

showed that the cooling vest allowed subject to complete the test of 120 min heat 

exposure, which was not achievable for subjects without wearing a cooling vest. 

There are also commercial products that use water-based frozen gel packs as 

PCMs.41 For example, the Kool Max Poncho Vest can provide 2 to 4 hours of 

cooling depending on wear’s metabolism level and environment temperature. Ice 

and frozen gel are very effective coolants, but due to the low melting point of 

water they always require freezer for regeneration and storage, thus resulting in 
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inconvenience and high energy consumption.  

 

Organic or inorganic PCMs can be good alternatives to ice and frozen gel.  Due to the 

higher phase transition temperature, they can be used for both cooling and heating. For 

clothing applications, the appropriate phase transition temperature is between 18 °C 

and 35 °C.44 The organic PCMs, as mentioned in the previous section, can be different 

types such as paraffinic hydrocarbons, polyethylene glycol (PEG) and fatty acids.  

 

Paraffin is one of the most widely used PCM in textiles because of the non-

corrosiveness, chemical and thermal stability, and low under cooling.45 It is made of 

linear long chain hydrocarbons.  Its melting temperature varies depending on 

the number of carbon atoms. Common paraffins like hexadecane, octadecane and 

eicosane have a latent heat of fusion between 230 to 245 J/g and a narrow phase 

transition temperature range (within 2-3 °C). The temperature range can be enlarged 

and controlled through mixture of different types of paraffin based on the requirement. 

Salaun found that binary mixtures of hexadecane and eicosane show a wide melting 

range and several peaks of heat flow at temperature between 0 °C and 30 °C, with 

75% of the latent heat between 18 and 30 °C.69 Shim used paraffin that contains 40 % 

octadecane and 60 % hexadecane as the PCM in thermoregulatory clothing.46 Two 

components in the PCM have different phase change temperatures (28.3 ℃and 18.3 

℃), thus enabling the suit to provide both cooling and heating modes depending on 

the environment temperatures. The manikin tests indicated that the suit in heating 

mode can reduce the body heat loss by 13.2 W at an environment temperature of 10 ℃ 

compared with non-PCM counterpart. Also, some paraffin PCMs have melting 

temperatures close to human body temperature, such as n-nonadecane (32.1 ℃), 

thus suitable for the application of personal thermoregulation.47 In Yoo’s study, 
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nonadecane was used as PCM and coated onto cotton fabrics.48 The phase change 

temperature determined by DSC showed that the endothermic range is 19 – 34 °C and 

the endothermic peak is at 28.97 °C. Commercial grade paraffin wax showed stable 

properties even after 1000 -2000 cycles of melting/freezing, which makes it an ideal 

coolant for repeated use. 

 

However, paraffin has relatively low heat-conductivity, thus limiting the heat 

exchange rate. Therefore, some thermal conductivity enhancers, such as carbon 

nanofibers, metal fillers were applied in paraffin PCMs.49 50 In Qiao’s study, 

graphene oxide (GO) is coated onto the surface of paraffin microcapsules, which is 

covered with a urea-formaldehyde (UF) copolymer shell.51 With 10 wt% of graphene 

oxide addition, the thermal conductivity of PCM microcapsules can be increased from 

0.2517 W/(mK) to 1.067 W/(mK). The application of PCM microcapsule will be 

discussed later in this section. Shi also found that adding 10 wt.% of exfoliated 

graphite nanoplatelets into the paraffin PCMs can lead to a more than 10-fold increase 

in thermal conductivity. Besides, adding small amount of graphene can further 

improve the shape stability of the graphite enhanced paraffin PCMs.52 

 

Fatty acids that are obtainable in animal fats or vegetable oils can be alternatives to 

paraffins or hydrated salts, because of the high latent heat of unit mass, small volume 

changes during the phase transition and good chemical stability. Feldman finds that 

the binary mixtures of fatty acids lauric - palmitic and lauric - stearic have melting 

points of 32.7 ℃ and 34 ℃, respectively.53 The corresponding latent heats of 

melting are 145 J/g and 150 J/g, respectively. Also, these components can be 

derived from raw materials like coconut, palm oil and lard, which are easily 

available in the market. In Suppes’s study, fusion heat and melting points of 
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different mixtures of fatty acids are investigated.54 Broadening and separation of 

the heat release peak can be observed when two fatty acids are mixed in different 

proportions.  

 

Another promising organic PCM is Poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG), which has large heat 

of fusion, congruent melting point and wide phase transition temperature range. 

Depending on molecular weight, the melting point of PEG can vary from 1 to 66 °C, 

accompanied with a heat of fusion in a range of 165.0 – 189.7 J/g.55 It is also found 

that blending PEGs with different molecular weight can help regulate the phase 

transition temperature range and the heat associated with melting.  

 

However, organic PCMs are generally not suitable for firefighters because of the high 

flammability.38 56 Inorganic salt hydrate material is another type of PCM that has 

been widely used in thermal regulated clothing, due to the high volumetric 

storage density (~350 MJ/m3), high conductivity and inexpensive cost compared 

to paraffin.57 The decahydrate, called Glauber’s salt, exists as a crystal of sodium 

sulfate water solution when the temperature is lower than its melting temperature 

(32.4 ℃).58 59 Through the following reaction, heat can be released or absorbed 

during the phase transition process.  

 

𝑁𝑎G𝑆𝑂V + 10𝐻G𝑂	 ⇔ 𝑁𝑎G𝑆𝑂V ∙ 10𝐻G𝑂  

 

In Gao’s study, a cooling vest containing inorganic PCMs was used to improve the 

thermal comfort of people who work in a simulated office at 34 °C.55 The PCMs, 

composed of sodium sulfate, water and additives had a thermal conductivity of 0.5-0.7 

W/ (m K). The result of human subject test showed that the torso skin temperature 
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could be decreased by 2-3 °C and remained at 33.3 °C when the cooling garment was 

put on after 30 minutes in the environment. However, the total weight of the cooling 

vest was more than 2.2 kg which may increase the burden of wearers, especially when 

more labor work is involved. Also, the disadvantages such as phase segregation, 

subcooling and corrosivity may influence the longterm stability of the salt hydrate 

PCMs.60 

 

To be applied in thermal regulating clothing, PCMs need to be appropriately 

incorporated into the textiles to enhance the heat exchanging performance 

without interference with the clothing comfort and body movement. Generally, 

there are three approaches to add PCMs into clothing systems: microencapsuling 

in fibers, coating or laminating, and packaging.46  

 

Wan developed a wearable polyacrylonitrile (PAN)/ paraffin sheath/core nano-

fibers by coaxial electro-spinning technology.61 PAN is a common clothing 

material that ensures a soft and comfortable tactility. Paraffin wax has a large 

melting temperature range (16 to 60 ℃) which can satisfy requirements in 

various temperature conditions. Also, compared with normal textiles, fabrics 

composed of nanofibers with a diameter less than 1 μm, have a larger contact area 

for heat exchange and a thinner insulator for heat transfer. In addition to the sheath – 

core structure, Zdraveve developed a thermoregulatory fiber with plant oils 

incorporated into electrospun PVA nanofibers through an emulsion electrospinning 

technique.62 In this way, PCMs can be randomly distributed in the nanofibers, leading 

to a gouged fiber surface. The study also shows that fiber can maintain their 

morphological integrity even if the PCM is melted. To evaluate the performance of the 

fabrics composed of PCM incorporated spun fibers, Wan et al developed a hot plate 
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testing method that simulates a wearer moving from one thermal environment to 

another.63 In this study, a different extent of skin temperature change can be observed 

when different amount of PCM was applied in the fabric.  

 

Another approach to incorporate PCMs in textiles is to create a coating or a foam pad 

on the surface of fabrics. Compared with encapsulating PCM in fibers, coating or 

padding can allow larger PCM loading and thus enhancing the thermal heat capacity. 

When PCMs are applied to textiles as coating material, they need to be surrounded by 

a protective shell to form a microcapsule in order to prevent diffusion of core material 

in liquid phase.44 To prepare coating, the microcapsules are dispersed in a solution 

containing binder, surfactant, and other chemical agents, such as emulsifiers and acids 

for PH control. The binder which has good compatibility with different surfaces is 

used to link microcapsules on a textile surface.  However, the formation of coating or 

foam pad on the fabric substrate may influence some clothing comfort properties, such 

as moisture vapor permeability or softness of fabrics.  In Salaun’s study, a 

thermoregulating cotton fabric, incorporated with melamine – formaldehyde 

microcapsules containing n-alkane mixture as PCMs, was developed by a coating 

technique.64 Through using a specific amount of polyurethane as binder, the fabric 

showed a good thermoregulating effect without altering the air permeability of the 

fabric. Nejman studied the effect of different encapsulating methods on the thermal 

properties and air permeability of modified textile fabrics.65 First, a polymer paste was 

prepared through mixing the microcapsules that contained n-octadecane as PCMs with 

binding and crosslinking agents.  Then the polymer paste containing 20 wt.% of PCM 

microcapsules was applied in the structure of polyester knitted fabric through printing, 

coating and padding. The result showed that with the same amount of PCMs, printing 

method provided the best thermal regulating effect because large amount of PCM 
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microcapsules were anchored on the surface of knitted fabric, resulting in a more 

efficient heat exchange.  The coating method showed a slightly lower heat property 

while the padding method emitted the least heat in the narrowest temperature range of 

phase transition. However, for the air permeability of the fabrics modified by above 

three methods, a reverse ranking of performance can be observed.  

 

The PCMs can also be applied as packs when they are sealed in packages and put in 

pockets created at different locations of the garment.37 Even though the PCM packs 

may reduce the flexibility and vapor permeability of the clothing, they are able to store 

a large amount of heat and easy to take off from the garment compared with the 

approaches using PCMs encapsulated fibers or coating. In Bennett’s study, cooling 

vests with 4 and 6 packs of frozen gels could reduce the peak core temperature of 

subjects by 0.3°C and 0.9 °C and lower the rate of heat storage by 13.5 W/m2 and 

26.1 W/m2, respectively.43 Gao studied the thermal regulating effect of a heating 

vest, which is made of polyester and incorporated with sodium sulphate PCM packs, 

in subzero environment.66 The heating vest, containing 21 PCM packs (70 – 80 

g/pack) in separated pockets, has a total weight of 2.2 kg. Thermal manikin tests were 

conducted in a climatic chamber with an environment temperature of – 4 ℃, while 

the PCM has a phase transition temperature of 32 ℃ accompanied with 194.4 J/g 

latent heat. The result showed that the heating effect can be 6-10 W/m2 on the 

whole body for the first two hours.  

 

In addition to the incorporation approaches, parameters of PCM also play an important 

role in the thermoregulatory effect. It was found that heating/cooling rate of PCM is 

positively correlated with the temperature difference between melting temperature of 

the PCMs and the body surface.67 In hot environment, a temperature difference greater 
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than 6 °C is required for sufficient cooling effect. Cooling power of water-based 

PCMs with three melting temperatures are shown in Table 2. When the temperature 

gradient is maintained, the cooling rate is mainly influenced by the covering area of 

PCMs. Also, the mass and latent heat of PCM determine the duration of the 

thermoregulatory effect.  

 

2.1.6 Garment design  

 

For normal clothing, up to 75% of total heat lost is not through the fabric layers, but 

through the openings of the garment.68 Also, since the skin temperature and sweat rate 

are different in different parts of human body and the sensitivity of different parts of 

body towards heat and cold is different, garment design plays a significant role in 

thermal comfort of human body.69 70 

 

As we know, more still air trapped in the textile structure can improve the thermal 

insulation and keep body warm because any fiber material conducts heat more readily 

than still air.71 Instead of using traditional fill insulation materials like goose down, 

some garments such as NuDown Jacket uses gas for insulation.72 Air can be pumped 

into the channels embedded in the cloth and with the hand pump, the thermal 

insulation is manually adjustable so as to adapt altered environmental conditions. In 

addition, the air can even be replaced by inert gas like argon which has a thermal 

conductivity 32% less than that of air. The idea of using inflation gas as clothing 

insulation was inspired by the diving dry suit, which is used in deep water layer under 

low water temperature (3 - 4 ℃).73 However, the material used for sealing the air in 

the jacket is also impermeable to water vapor, thus reduces the breathablility of the 

garment especially when the air channels covers too much body area.  
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Yoo, et al. developed thermal responsive jacket incorporated with NiTi two-way shape 

memory alloy (SMA) helical coils for changing the thermal insulation in response to 

the environmental conditions.74 The coil is flat at 30 ºC and expand at both 0 and -5 ºC 

spontaneously, creating an additional air layer between adjacent layers of the clothing 

system. Consequently, the clothing provides an improved buffering effect for the 

increase in thermal insulation upon a sudden drop of environmental temperature. 

Wearer with such clothing reported a warmer feeling, but not statistically significant 

except at the moment of the transition point. This may be caused by the increased heat 

conduction through the metal alloy. Furthermore, the alloy also increases the 

undesirable weight of the clothing.  

 

On the anther hand, enhancing the air flow in the clothing system will facilitate the 

heat and vapor transfer and brings cooling effect. Gioello developed a ventilating 

undergarment that contains a series of parallel raised ribs separated with equal space 

intervals.75 The channels formed by the ribs allow air to go through it and also create 

more space between the undergarment and the outerwear, which further promotes the 

air ventilation. This undergarment design will be helpful especially when the 

outerwear is non-porous and unbreathable. In their later design 76, a porous textile was 

applied as the base layer for moisture absorption and a multilayer channel system is 

used to ensure uniform ventilation effect throughout the torso. Ho 77 found that adding 

fullness to the T-shirt design to create the ‘flared’ drape can significantly reduce the T-

shirt’s thermal insulation and moisture vapor resistance when the wearer is in motion. 

The methods of improving ventilation through creating more space between garment 

layers have also been used in other designs 78 79 80.  
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Another way of enhancing the ventilation is to create openings or vents in the garment. 

With the help of body movement, air is forced to flow into the garment microclimate 

or out to the environment, therefore leading to an effective ventilation. This function is 

also called pumping effect that enhances the convection in heat exchange. The effect 

of location of openings on the heat and vapor transfer of garments have been 

investigated. Ruckman found that outdoor jackets with zip openings at both sleeve and 

side seams have a cooling effect during exercise, limiting the rate of temperature 

increase.81 In Ho and Fan’s research, it was found that among various designs of T-

shirt, the one with openings at two vertical side panels along the side seams has the 

best cooling effect.82  This is because the air gaps between the garment and human 

body are the largest in these locations, and thus amplifying the pumping effect. Today, 

the design with zips at sleeve and side seams can be found in many commercial 

products such as ski jacket and pants.  

 

In addition to the pumping effect which is caused by the body movement, some 

openings or vents are designed to allow the wind to go into the microclimate of 

garment for cooling. In Kratz’s design of motorcycle garment, scoop-like vents were 

positioned at the top of the shoulders, the outside of the knees and the lower outer 

thighs so that the wind can flow into the garment and facilitate the body heat 

dissipation when the driving speed is over 5 miles per hour.83 Also, mesh vents were 

applied at the areas adjacent to the underarms extending from chest to back, which 

allows the garment layer on the back to billow slightly and to provide an air flow 

across the torso.  
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2.2 Active Thermoregulation 

 

Active personal thermoregulation is realized through supplying heat/cold sources to 

the clothing system, in which energy input is usually involved.  In addition, a control 

system is applied to trigger and adjust the thermoregulatory unit in order to realize a 

more detailed body temperature control. Compared with passive thermoregulatory 

approaches, the performance of active thermoregulation systems is more independent 

from the environments and body conditions. The most commonly used active personal 

thermoregulation approaches include: liquid circulation, air ventilation, electrical 

heating/cooling or combination of these methods. In the following sections, active 

personal heating and cooling will be discussed, separately.  

 

2.2.1 Active Heating 

 

Personal heating garment (PHG) as the most common way of active personal heating 

is usually applied to prevent from cold stress or cold injuries.37 Usually, PHGs are 

more adjustable and less bulky than traditional thick multilayer garments without 

limiting body movement of wearer.  

 

2.2.1.1 Electrical Heating 

 

Electrical heating (EH) elements can be embedded in clothing items such as coveralls, 

gloves, mitts, socks and insoles to keep human body warm in cold climates when 

power supply is available.84 It is a straight forward approach to generate heat with high 

electricity conversion rate. Conventional materials for electric heating elements 

include metal wires, graphite elements and conductive rubbers. In Marick’s design, 
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heating pads made of conductive rubber were sandwiched between two layers of 

cotton woven fabric for protection.85 The conductivity of rubber pad depends on the 

content of carbon black in it. Deloire developed a heating garment embedded with 

heating wires that were made of a resistance alloy and was covered by a layer of 

polyvinyl chloride.86 The design allowed a uniformly distribution of warmth with little 

hindrance of wearer’s movement. However, traditional heating elements tend to have 

large weight, low flexibility and water vapor impermeability. To solve these problems, 

Batcheller applied a plurality of flexible electrical heating wires that are made of 

multi-strand copper wires as heating elements.87 The heating wires were stitched 

to a stretchable and breathable fabric and were independently controlled by 

different potentiometers in term of heat generation. Also, a microprocessor was 

used to sense the change in the temperature of each heating wire, thus regulating 

the level of power supplied. The heating wires were capable of providing a warm 

feeling corresponding to the skin temperature without causing an uncomfortable 

hot sensation. This design was later improved through applying a microcomputer-

based closed-loop electronic temperature control system which controlled the 

heating rate of different part of body based on the various heating requirements 

of different areas.88  

 

Liu found that for the heating wire embedded the garment, the power supply and 

the maximum ascending temperature of the heating fabric were linearly 

correlative.89 Also, the power consumption and the presetting equilibrium 

temperature were also linearly correlated. Based on this study, a knitted heating 

fabric was developed by using silver plating compound yarns and staple fiber 

spun yarns.90 The fabric could be heated from 22 ℃ to 38 ℃ within 300s. The 

infrared image showed the temperature difference between conductive areas and 
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non-conductive areas as the brightness alternates.   

 

Instead of using metal wires, Wiezlak used an electroconductive polyacrylonitrile 

fiber (Nitril-Static) that contains sulphur ions as the heating element for people 

working in a cold -20℃ environment.91 Other than conductive wires or yarns, Bhat 

developed a conductive cotton fabric through coating the fabric with polypyrrole, 

which can be polymerized through the function of iron chloride.92 Different levels of 

conduction can be adjusted through varying the amount of pyrrole. It was claimed that 

the maximum heating power cold be 1000W/m2 when a portable 9.0 V battery was 

used. In Tian’s study, a multi-functional cotton fabric showed not only electrical 

heating behaviors but also electromagnetic interference shielding properties.93 The 

material was made through a layer-by-layer electrostatic self-assembly approach and 

could be applied in functional garments for its lightness and flexibility.  

 

Park et al investigated the impact of distance of the heating elements from human 

body on thermal insulation and heating effect in the system of multi-layer winter 

clothing through thermal manikin test.94 It was found that the garment with 

electrical heating elements next to the skin was the most effective in preventing 

heat loss in cold environments (-5℃ and 10℃). Especially at -5℃ of ambient 

temperature, the heating efficiency drops when the distance between the manikin 

skin and the heating elements increases.  

 

In the cold environment, extremities usually have higher level of cold sensation than 

the overall thermal sensation. After long exposure to the cold environment, Raynaud’s 

syndrome may occur and result in interrupted blood supply to the extremities 

accompanied with pain and ulceration. Kempson showed heated gloves can bring 
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considerable benefit to patients who suffer from Raynaud’s syndrome and related 

vasospastic disorders.95 In some other research, the electrical heating items, such as 

heated gloves and heated socks, have been proven to extend the tolerance of fingers 

and toes to extremely cold climates significantly. U.S. Army Research Laboratory 

found that the use of electrically heated hand and footwear could significantly improve 

the thermal protection of sedentary soldiers who worn extended cold weather uniform 

ensembles at an ambient temperature of – 40 ℃.96 The heated gloves were shown to 

have greater efficiency in keeping warm than normal mitten ensembles used for 

extreme cold weather. It was also found that extra electrical heating to torso for 

soldiers who worn uniform ensembles as well as heated hand and foot wears didn’t 

improve the effect of thermal protection.  

  

The electrical heating items for personal thermoregulation have been widely studied 

for decades. However, there are still remaining problems such as heat distribution, 

energy cost and safety issues. Even though the conductive wires or yarns are more 

flexible than heating pads, they also have smaller contact area for heat distribution. As 

the wires are usually woven or knitted into the fabric, the heat distribution greatly 

depends on the tightness of fabric structure and the thermal properties of the non-

conductive materials that are adjacent to the wires. Also, energy capacity of battery is 

very important for electrical heating items especially for people who work in outdoor 

environment without accessible power supply. The batteries used for body heating 

garments usually can last for 30 min to ~ 2 hours, depending on the amount of heating 

elements and environment temperature.97 98 Also, flexible heating wires are relatively 

easy to be broken because of the fineness. Therefore, comparing with conventional 

thermal insulation garments, the active electrical heating items have higher risk of 

losing thermal protective function, thus putting the wearer in danger when the work 
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environment is at extreme low temperature. Besides, inappropriate electrical current 

can result in overheat of conductive wires that may cause damage to garment or hurt to 

human body.  

 

2.2.1.2 Chemical Reaction Heating 

 

Exothermic chemical reaction can also be used to generate heat for human body 

thermoregulation. Comparing with electrical heating system, which always contains 

delicate heating wires and expensive batteries, chemical heating has advantages in 

terms of heating duration, weight and safety. The heat produced from exothermic 

chemical reactions is usually localized around the heating packages which are loaded 

with reactive materials or catalysts.  Therefore, appropriate heat media and heat 

distribution approaches are very important in the chemical heating system.  

 

Gluckstein designed a warm-keeping suit that produces heat through the reaction 

between exhalation gas and metal hydride such as sodium aluminum hydride.99 Heat 

liberated by the reaction warmed the body parts adjacent to the reaction sites. Also, 

with the pressure of exhalation, the warm gas was distributed to extremities where 

further exothermic reactions were promoted by local catalytic beds. Similar to that, a 

hydrogen catalytic combustion heater, which could be applied to a cold – water 

swimmer delivery vehicle, was developed for diver’s body heating.100 The heater 

contains a semi-closed circuit gas loop, in which precious metals such as platinum or 

palladium accompanied with porous carbon particles were used as chemical catalyst. 

Then, a small percentage of hydrogen was injected into the breathing gas mixture 

before it contacted with the catalyst bed. Under the function of catalyst, hydrogen 

reacted with a small amount of oxygen and produced a high temperature gas source. 
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However, the hot gas was not applied as a heating medium directly but to heat a water 

circulating system, which is used to keep divers warm.  Chan developed a light 

weight (400 g) heating system for shallow water divers.101 In their design, granular 

mixtures of magnesium and iron particles were packed in small sachets and being 

used as heat generators. An exothermic reaction with a power density of 0.31 

W/g could be induced when magnesium reacts with sea water in the presence of 

cathode. Heat was distributed to different locations of body through the flow of 

water contained between the wet suit and skin. In this study, the human 

subjective test proved that the heating system could keep the diver warm for 3 

hours at water temperature of 10 ℃. Later on, a further study was conducted to 

investigate the effect of mixture component and particle size on the power output 

of the chemical reaction.102 The advantage of this heating system is that no 

pumping device or distribution network was required, as the water flow could be 

induced by the movement of divers.  

 

Chemical heating is an economic approach to generate sufficient heat without 

using battery, but it also has some limitations. First, the heating intensity of the 

exothermic reaction is more difficult to control compared with that of electrical 

heating. Usually, it can only be used in some specific situations, such as diving in 

certain water level, in which the environment temperature doesn’t change 

significantly. Second, many exothermic chemical reactions involve the 

production of gases, which must be completely sealed for heat distribution and 

safety concern. However, the gas-impermeable materials or fabric used for the 

gas distribution is permeable to human’s perspiration, which may cause a 

discomfort issue.  
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2.2.1.3 Liquid and Air Flow Heating 

 

Fluid heating is another way to realize personal heating, in which liquid or gas is used 

as the media for heat distribution and exchange. Flouris developed a liquid 

conditioning garment that was attached with a liquid circulating system.103 Batteries or 

other power supplies were used as energy source and allowed the garment to perform 

either cooling or heating depending on the different applications. A plastic tubing 

network, which contained a mixture of water, propylene or ethylene glycol as liquid 

coolant was connected to a form-fitting elastic suit which was supposed to be worn 

directly on the skin. The garment was then combined with a liquid tank, a heat 

exchanger, a pump and sensors to constitute a liquid circulating system. This liquid 

conditioning garment was also used to study the effect of body temperature on cold-

induced vasodilation.104 In the pre-warming condition, the liquid circulating garment 

with a water temperature of 50 ℃, was able to increase wearer’s rectal temperature by 

0.5 ℃.  

 

Liquid circulating heating garment can also be used to warm the patients during 

surgery. For instance, in Nesher’s study, a water circulating warming garment called 

“Allon thermoregulation” was used to alleviate postoperative hypothermia during 

coronary artery bypass graft surgery.105 The Allon warming garment, which contained 

a microprocessor-controlled heating/cooling unit and temperature sensors, was warped 

around the patient. Water was circulated by a pump and controlled at a temperature 

ranging from 18 to 39.5 ℃ in a closed loop between the garment and heating units. 

Water flows between two layers of the garment, transferring controlled heat 

throughout the operation. The water loop as a heat exchanger directly contacted with 

the patient’s skin with a maximal cover area while allowing exposure of specific areas 
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for surgery. Through continuous monitoring of patient’s rectal and skin temperature, 

body temperature can be controlled and maintained during the entire surgery.  

 

Forced-air heating product is also widely used to prevent hypothermia of patients in 

prolonged surgery. In Borms’s research, a forced-air warming blanket (Bair HuggerTM 

Model 525) was used and compared with thermoplastic-aluminum reflective insulation 

in the study of heating effect on patients who underwent total hip arthroplasty.106 

Warm air was injected into a disposable plastic/paper quilt-like blanket and exited 

from the slits facing patient’s body, providing a warm microenvironment around the 

patient.107 The results showed that after 135 minutes of anesthesia, patients warmed by 

forced-air blanket had a core temperature 1 ℃ higher than that of patients with 

reflective insulation. However, in some clinical situations, the forced air-warming 

blanket is unable to maintain normothermia when available body surface area for 

warming was reduced.108 Taguchi compared the heating effects of a circulating – 

water garment and a forced-air cover on patients who were anesthetized and cooled to 

a core temperature near 34 ℃.109 The coverage percentage of body surface was 

about 64% for the forced-air warmer and about 77.5 % for the circulating-water 

garment. The forced air warmer that covers the full body was set to 43 ℃ while 

the circulating water garment positioned beneath the patients and wrapped around 

the anterior surface was set to 37 ℃. It showed that the circulating-water garment 

resulted in 1.1 ℃ greater in core temperature and 56% more body heat gain 

compared with the forced-air warmer.  

Liquid or air flow heating systems are widely used in medical field to prevent 

hypothermia, especially for prolonged surgeries when anesthetic-induced inhibition of 

thermoregulatory control and cold exposure are involved. Usually, a flow heating 

system is temperature adjustable and can also be used for cooling. The air flow 
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warming is mostly realized through a forced-air blanket instead of a heating garment. 

So the body area covered by the warm air is limited by the posture of the wearer and 

also the required exposure of body for surgery. The liquid flow heating always 

involves the application of tubing system, which may increase the garment stiffness 

and impact the heat transfer efficiency. Besides, a heater and a pump applied in a 

liquid flow heating garment to maintain the water circulating system with uniform 

temperature distribution requires high energy input and may also restrict the mobility 

of users.  

 

2.2.2 Active Cooling 

 

As mentioned above, passive cooling is largely dependent on the wearer’s body 

conditions, activities and the environment, therefore, not suitable when active control 

is required. On the other hand, active cooling approaches with external cold sources, 

energy supplies and control systems can provide a more reliable and desirable removal 

of heat, especially when a specific body temperature control is required. Therefore, 

active cooling approaches can be used to relieve the heat stress of patients and even 

prevent heat-related injures in extreme environments.38 There are mainly two types of 

active personal cooling systems: liquid cooling garment and air cooling garment.  

 

2.2.2.1 Liquid Cooling 

 

Liquid cooling suit was first developed in 1962 to protect crewmen in hot 

environments such as sunlit aircraft cockpits and was later on applied as practical 

personal cooling systems for many situations.110 As mentioned in the heating section, 

a water circulating system is usually applied in liquid cooling garments. Metabolic 
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heat is transferred to the circulating fluid, which is pumped back to the cooling unit 

using either a vapor compression system or thermoelectric cooling and recirculated 

back to the garment for continuous cooling. The cooling units always require battery 

and need to be located external to the wearer’s uniform for heat dissipation. The 

typical liquid coolant is water but sometimes, 50% of ethylene glycol is mixed with 

water to prevent freezing at the heat exchanger.111 Compared with PCM cooling 

method, liquid cooling system can be designed to fit the body shape without restricting 

wear’s movement. Also, it doesn’t require donning and doffing of the PCM coolants 

for exchange, which makes it a good choice for cooling in protective clothing system.  

 

Liquid cooling garment was famously used on Apollo flights to keep astronaut’s 

temperature with normal ranges.112 113 Plastic tubes are sewn inside a suit of stretch 

underwear with a nylon slip layer between tubing system and human skin. Cooled 

water was distributed to the fine tubes by manifolds at the waist and returns back for 

re-cooling. The garment contains 40 tubes in a loop pattern and with flow rate of water 

fixed at 1.8 liter/min and inlet water temperature of 6.7 °C, 15.5 °C, 22 °C. This 

cooling system could provide a maximum cooling power of 500 kcal/h, while the 

average work load of the lunar surface activities is found to be 200-300 kcal/h, thus 

demonstrating a sufficient cooling capacity of this liquid cooling garment.114  

 

Another important application of liquid cooling is microclimate control of protective 

clothing system, which prevents the normal dissipation of body heat generated from 

metabolism, especially in outdoor environment where air conditioner is not available. 

Normally, human in rest condition has a metabolic rate of about 105W and this value 

can be increased during light exercise. It was reported that protective clothing in 

environments above 24 °C decrease tolerance time for continuous moderately heavy 
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physical work to only thirty minutes.115 Previous study reported that the heat removal 

of the liquid cooling garment could be 500 – 600 W when protective clothing was 

worn.103 Also, it was known that lower inlet water temperature will result in higher 

heat transfer rate. Therefore, water with such a high heat capacity is an ideal coolant 

when heat load is greater than 465 W. But if the cooling requirement decreases with 

the reduction of metabolic activity, higher inlet temperature of the water should be 

used, otherwise wearers may undergo a cutaneous vasoconstriction and unwanted 

body heat loss. Speckman found that liquid coolant with a temperature lower than 10 

°C may cause unacceptable thermal sensation of wearers.116  

 

Flow rate of the liquid coolant also affects the cooling efficiency. It was reported that 

a mass flow rates of 1.13 kg/min could provide a maximum heat removal value of 550 

W and based on the suggested model, a mass flow rate of 1.5 kg/min can bring a 

cooling power of 600-700 W approximately.117 Bartkowiak found that a satisfactory 

level of thermal stress reduction while working in aluminized protective clothing in 

hot environment could be achieved when a personal liquid cooling system had a flow 

rate of 0.9 kg/L and a coolant temperature of 19 °C.118  In addition, heat exchange 

rate could be enhanced through increasing the length of the tube, thus improving the 

surface area covered by the cooling units. It was found that with constant flow rate and 

specific heat, the relative heat transfer potential was linearly related with the length of 

the tube when the range was between 40-100 m.119 Typically, current liquid cooling 

garments have a tubing length about 90 – 110 m, with 15 -20 % of the body surface 

area being covered.103 The inner and outer diameter of the tube is typically 1.5 – 1.7 

mm and 2.9 – 3.4 mm, respectively.  
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The distribution of the covered area is also important for the overall cooling 

efficiency. Basically, the distribution of tubing should be based on heat removal 

requirement, thermal sensation and physiological limits of different locations of the 

body. Concentrated overcooling in a specific area may cause cutaneous 

vasoconstriction and lead to a decrease in heat exchange rate. It was reported that head 

and neck, which are rich of vascular supply and lack of vasoconstriction innervation, 

show the highest heat removal efficiency, followed by torso and extremities. Shvartz 

provided an average percentage tubing distribution of liquid cooling garment as 17.2, 

18.9, 26.9, 31.7 for head/neck, arms, torso, and legs.120 For the regional cooling, this 

study also reported that surface cooling of arms was less effective than surface cooling 

of the upper torso (check and back) and thighs for reducing body heat storage during 

lower body exercise. It was also found that during leg exercise, a cooling of thigh 

surface in addition to the cooling of torso showed a more efficient alleviation of heat 

stress than just torso cooling alone.121 Xu developed a liquid cooling garment with a 

multi-loop distribution of cooling over the whole-body.119 The multi-loop system 

could provide independent cooling of torso, arms and legs based on the local thermal 

sensation. This approach is used when specific parts of the body is exercised for 

prolonged period of time while other parts remain at rest. In this condition, applying a 

traditional single-loop cooling garment may cause overcooling of the parts not being 

used. The theoretical analysis, which was carried out using a mathematical model, 

showed that the greatest thermoregulatory advantage of the multi-loop system came 

from the cooling of the working muscles because most of the heat generated there 

could be directly removed by the heat conduction. Also, the vasoconstriction was less 

likely to occur in those areas due to the increased demands for heat removal.  
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Besides cooling efficiency, tactile comfort and moisture management are also 

important for the general clothing comfort of the liquid cooling garment. Cao 

developed a three-layer structure where the tubing is sandwiched between the inner 

and outer fabric layer to enhance the wearer’s comfort.122 A knitted fabric with 80% 

polyester, 20% spandex and 0.585 mm thickness was selected to be the inner layer of 

the liquid cooling garment due to the relative high thermal conductivity and good 

water transport capability. Based on these concerns, Bartowiak developed a liquid 

cooling garment with a two-layer knitted fabric structure in which vertical channels 

were created for tubes.123 The inner layer of knitted fabric was made of 

polyester/elastomer yarns for thermal conduction and the outer layer was made of 

cotton for moisture absorption. The cooling garment was able to reduce the body 

temperature increase by 2 °C and lower the relative humidity of the clothing 

microclimate by 7% when subjects were working in a hot environment (30°C, RH 

40%) with an aluminized protective clothing worn. The cooling unit, which was 

designed to be mobile and carry-able, was about 10. It also required to be powered by 

a battery that can support the cooling for at least 1 hour.  

 

Instead of using a power supplied liquid circulating system, evaporation of water can 

also be applied in the cooling garment. Meyer-Heim developed a cooling thigh-cuff 

using textile laminate that evaporates normal tap water without interfering with other 

clothing layers.124 This approach can be used to improve clinical symptoms of patients 

with multiple sclerosis. The cooling cuff was composed of two waterproof but water 

vapor-permeable polyester membranes that coat on two faces of a hydrophilic fabric. 

Water was added into the hydrophilic fabric inner layer and then transferred out 

through the polyester outer layer as vapor, thus resulting in an evaporative cooling 

effect. The two thigh cuffs can be filled with 40 ml of water that allows 1 hour cooling 
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with the skin temperature reduced by 6 °C. The evaporation cooling rate can be further 

improved by using vacuum or desiccant. Yang developed a vacuum desiccant cooling 

(VDC) pad that composed of four components.125 In the cooling core, water was 

sealed in a waterproof but vapor-permeable bag (microporous Teflon membrane). 

While, in the absorption core, desiccant (LiCl) was sandwiched between two cotton 

layers. These two components were separated by a honeycomb spacer, which acted as 

a thermal insulated layer. The whole system was covered by an outer bag. After a 5 

min evacuation with a vacuum pump, the cooling pad was activated and showed a 

cooling capacity of 373.1 W/m2 in an environment of 37 °C and 50% RH. A VDC 

garment that contained this type of cooling pad with 0.4 m2 covering area was about 

3.4 kg and could provide sufficient evaporative cooling effect without being affected 

by ambient humidity.  

 

Compared with the water circulating system, evaporative cooling unit is usually 

lighter and requires no power supply. However, due to the continuous consumption of 

water and limited water storage, evaporative cooling garment is not suitable for long 

period of cooling. On the other hand, the water circulating cooling system requires a 

heavy cooling unit and heavy water pump, which may limit the portability and 

interfere the movements of the wearers. Also, the tubing material (e.g. PVC) tend to 

have a low thermal conductivity that reduces the heat exchange efficiency and 

increases the energy consumption.  

 

2.2.2.2 Air Cooling 

The earliest air cooling suit was developed for the thermoregulation of astronauts in 

extravehicular pressurized space suit.126 127 Usually, a battery-powered blower is used 

in an air cooling system to supply air through an air distribution garment. Generally, 
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active air cooling of human body is realized through a combination of forced 

convection and vapor evaporation. 

 

Convective cooling effect is mainly determined by the air flow rate and the 

temperature difference between the blowing air and the contact surface of human 

body. When the temperature difference is too small, evaporation becomes the 

dominant way of cooling. It is known that each liter of sweat can transfer 

approximately 2400 kJ of heat energy from the body to the environment.38 Therefore, 

humidity of the environment, which affects the perspiration rate, is also important for 

air cooling efficiency. When the temperature or the relative humidity of the blowing 

air is lower than that of the skin, the ventilation system enhances evaporative cooling 

as well as convective heat loss, therefore providing a significant cooling effect.128 It 

was also found that the maximum cooling effect can be achieved when ventilating air 

passes over the skin surface and then exits to the hot environment saturated with 

moisture at the skin temperature.116 Therefore, the air flow rate must be sufficient to 

ensure that the blowing air is not saturated with moisture before passing over the skin. 

However, if the flow rate is too high, the air won’t have time for the heat transfer on 

skin surface, thus leading to a decrease in heat exchanging efficiency and excessive 

energy cost.  

 

Weber developed a lightweight air cooling garment composed of an air impermeable 

outer layer and a permeable inner layer.129 This structure allows the cooling air to 

contact with skin surface without escaping through the clothing layers, directly. This 

garment was designed for medical personnel who have to wear lead aprons or sterile 

gowns in warm environments. In this condition, the protective clothing system was not 

vapor permeable and could be saturated with perspiration. Other cooling methods such 
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as liquid circulating system or PCM packs cannot help remove the moisture on the 

body surface, thereby leaving the wearer wet and uncomfortable.  In Chinevere’s 

study, a body ventilation system (BVS) was used to reduce physiological strain of 

soldiers who wear army combat uniform and interceptor body armor (IBA) during 

exercise-heat stress in warm and hot environments.130 In this system, an air 

distribution garment that consists of a 3-D spacer liner and impermeable outer layer 

was worn between the army combat uniform and a t-shirt. The 3-D liner was designed 

to create more space for air ventilation and control the air flow distribution. In 

addition, a ventilation unit, which contained the blower system and lithium battery, 

was connected to the cooling garment for air supply (4.7 L/s). The result showed that 

the ventilation system can reduce the physiology strain of wearers even in hot humid 

environment (35 °C, 75% RH) and prolong their tolerance time by 20 minutes. Based 

on mathematic modeling, the maximum evaporative capacity of the cooling system 

was much lower than the required cooling capacity. It means that the ventilation 

system can provide some convective cooling effect even though evaporation is 

compromised by the environment. It also indicated that in the hot dry environment (40 

°C, 20% RH), the ventilation system can significantly reduce the core temperature and 

the heart rate due to the sufficient evaporative capacity.  

 

In Xu’s study, with an air flow rate of 4.7 L/s, the cooling capacity of this BVS was 

quantified through using a sweating thermal manikin, which has a water saturated skin 

surface.128 It was found that in dry condition (25% RH), the cooling capacity reduces 

from 157W to 89 W when ambient temperature increased from 25 °C to 40°C. While, 

in wet condition (75% RH), the cooling capacity dropped from 101W to 41W when 

the ambient temperature increases from 25 °C to 35°C.  The lithium battery which 

was attached to the body armor can provide 7 to 8 h of continuous operation. Besides, 
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the total weight of this body ventilation system is only 2.3 kg, much lighter than that 

of the liquid circulating system.121  

 

Instead of using a blower to pump air into the clothing system, some air cooling 

garments are inserted with ventilation fans for airflow generation.131 This type of 

cooling garment is usually worn as an outer jacket that expose the fans to the 

environment. One drawback of such a system is to create the undesirable ballooning 

appearance of the outer jacket as a result of air flow. Furthermore, using ambient air 

for personal cooling is limited by the ambient temperature and humidity. Especially in 

hot and humid environment, both convective and evaporative cooling capacity are 

weakened, resulting in an insufficient cooling effect of the ambient air ventilation 

system.  

 

One way to solve the above problem is to lower the air temperature without increasing 

its relative humidity. Lu developed hybrid cooling system that combines phase change 

materials and air ventilation fans for construction workers.132 Two ventilation units 

and 24 PCM packs were installed in a long sleeve jacket and a pair of long pants. Each 

ventilation unit had two small fans with a maximum flow rate about 12 L/s and a 

battery group. The PCM packs were made of Glauber’s salt that has a melting 

temperature of 21°C and a latent heat of 144 J/g. The total weight of the hybrid 

personal cooling system was about 3.6 kg which increases the human metabolic rate 

by 11.1 W/m2. The sweating manikin test showed that, in hot and wet condition (35°C, 

75%RH) the hybrid cooling garment provided a whole body cooling power of 108W 

with a duration more than 3 hours. While, with the fans off, the cooling power 

provided only by the PCMs is 66W with a duration about 6 min. It proved the 

importance of ventilation in the cooling system. In their later human subject study, it 
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showed that the hybrid cooling garment could significantly reduce the core 

temperature, skin temperature, heart rate and physiological strain index of wearers 

during exercise in hot environment (36°C, 59 % RH).133 However, the hybrid cooling 

jacket had an unconventional appearance and may not be suitable for normal working 

environment. Also, the limited duration and replacement of PCMs make it 

inconvenient for prolonged application.  

 

Fan and his coworkers developed a relatively lightweight thermoregulatory 

undergarment (TRUS) that can be worn underneath a normal jacket and provides both 

active cooling and active heating without interfering wearer’s outer appearance. The 

duel-mode was realized through a portable thermoelectric energy conversion unit 

(TECU) that contained a thermoelectric unit and a blower.134 With the energy supplied 

from a rechargeable battery, the thermal electric unit can convert electrical energy to 

cooling or heating power. After connecting the TRUS and the TECU, the air pumped 

from the blower was cooled or heated while passing through the thermal electric unit 

and then distributed to different areas of human body by a branching structured soft 

tubing network inserted in the TRUS. Thermal manikin tests showed that the system 

can provide 18.4 W of cooling when non-sweating and 66.8W of cooling when 

sweating at 246.9g/h under 22 ºC and 65% relative humidity, respectively. Human 

subject tests showed that wearers can feel two points change in both cooling and 

heating mode in the 7-point scale of thermal sensation when the room temperature set-

points were set at 26 ℃ and 19 ℃, respectively. The system is significantly lighter 

than the existing air cooling and liquid cooling systems. The weight of TRUS 

including the tubes was similar to the conventional underwear, that of TECU 

excluding the battery was only 320g. Nevertheless, the diameter of the tube (10mm) 

and size of the TECU (60×193×42mm) are still relatively bulky for everyday wear and 
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the coefficient of performance (COP) requires further improvement.  

 

Even though the specific heat of air is lower than that of water, air cooling approaches 

are more favorable when sweat evaporation is involved.116 Also, the air cooling 

system can remove moisture from the clothing system and keep wear’s skin dry and 

comfort. Furthermore, the latest air cooling systems show better portability and lighter 

weight than liquid circulating systems, therefore resulting in less physical burden and 

higher mobility of wearers. However, issues like dimension, weight, noise and energy 

conversion efficiency of cooling/heating units limit the applicability of air 

thermoregulation garments.  

 

2.3 Conclusions 

 

Thermoregulatory clothing can be categorized into two types: passive 

thermoregulatory and active thermoregulatory. Passive thermoregulation is triggered 

by change of human body conditions and physical environment.  Active 

thermoregulation provides more control though external power inputs.  

 

Passive thermoregulation can be realized by responsive materials [e.g. shape memory 

alloy/polymers, temperature sensitive polymers and phase changing materials (PCM)], 

functional fibers and yarns, smart fabrics, variable clothing designs and/or 

combination of them. Although it has the advantage of not requiring external power 

source, its thermoregulatory function is limited in terms of heating or cooling power 

and duration. Overall clothing comfort may also be compromised by increased weight, 

reduced breathability and flexibility.   
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Active thermoregulation can be achieved by electrical heating, chemical reaction 

heating thermoelectric heating/cooling and liquid/air circulation. The remaining 

challenge is to safeguard reliable control under extreme physiological (e.g. sweating) 

and environmental (e.g. very hot and cold) conditions, improve the energy conversion 

efficiency, reduce the overall system dimension and weight, and ensure washability 

and easycare. Besides, the cost, appearance and comfort issues also limit the 

availability of active thermoregulatory garments in wide application.   

 

Further development of thermoregulatory clothing for personal thermal management 

requires multidisciplinary collaboration among material scientists, mechanical 

engineers, electronic engineers, textile technologists and apparel designers.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

THERMOELECTRIC AIR CONDITIONING UNDERGARMENT FOR 

PERSONAL THERMOREGULATION 

 

3.1 Abstract 
 

Thermoregulatory clothing that can assist the human body in maintaining thermal 

comfort will not only improve quality of life and chance of survival in wide range of 

environments, but also result in huge energy saving used for regulating the indoor 

thermal environment. Development of effective thermoregulatory clothing however 

represents an enormous challenge. Here, for the first time we show a lightweight 

thermoelectric air conditioning undergarment system with a branching tubing network 

capable of supplying sufficient heating and cooling power to expand the ambient 

temperature by 2.2 ºC (4ºF) on both hot and cold sides of the neutral band without 

comprising thermal comfort, which can potentially bring about 15% saving in HVAC 

energy consumption. 

 

3.2 Introduction 

 

Human beings are homeothermic, which means their body temperature should be 

maintained within a very narrow range. Nevertheless, human body’s own ability to 

regulate body temperature within a narrow range is very much limited. In most 

circumstances, clothing and/or shelter are essential for living. In indoor environments, 

we nowadays heavily rely on HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) 

systems to regulate the temperature and humidity. HVAC systems consume about 
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13% of all energy used in United States. 1 This large energy consumption is primarily 

driven by the need for a comfortable range of temperatures of the indoor occupants. In 

practice, the neutral band of indoor environment temperature is usually between 21.1 

ºC and 23.9 ºC (70 ºF to 75 ºF). Overall 15% HVAC energy can be saved if the set-

points of the neutral band can be expanded by 2.2ºC (4 ºF) on both sides, which means 

18.9 ºC on the cold side and 26.1 ºC on the hot side. It was estimated that this 

expansion of set-points would require additional 23W of personal cooling and 18W of 

personal heating with a coefficient of performance (COP) greater than 0.350. 1 This 

will bring a transformative impact on the electricity usage, consumption of fuels and 

greenhouse gas emissions globally. To achieve this goal without compromising the 

thermal comfort of the indoor occupants, personal thermal management (PTM) 

systems are required to provide cooling or heating for indoor occupants instead of the 

entire indoor space. 

 

Clothing, as a portable environment or a second skin, is an ideal option for PTM. A 

thermoregulatory clothing for people who live or work in indoor environment needs to 

be light and comfortable and has little adverse impact on body movement and 

activities. There have been substantial efforts in developing materials and systems for 

personal heating garment through either passive 2 – 7 or active 8 – 13 approaches. 

Compared with personal heating, cooling is generally more challenging due to the 

relatively low energy conversion efficiency. Passive cooling techniques which require 

no battery and external energy input have attracted a lot of attentions. Phase change 

materials (PCM), the most commonly used thermoregulatory material, has been 

incorporated in garments for personal cooling. 14 – 17 To obtain effective cooling over a 

sufficiently long duration, large mass of PCMs (typically 1 to 3 kg) should be 

embodied in clothing, which will inevitably increase the burden of the wearers. PCM 
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cooling vest usually show quick loss of cooling power over time and may cause 

erythema due to overcooling. 18 19 Recently, thermal 20 or moisture responsive 

materials that allow clothing to create openings by itself for ventilation cooling have 

been developed. Ishii et al. 21 designed a moisture-responsive workout suit with 

ventilating flaps that open and close in response to body heat and sweat. However, the 

opening of flaps only takes place at high humidity (e.g. 95% RH) associated with 

heavy perspiration conditions. This technique is therefore not applicable for cooling 

under low perspiration or relatively dry conditions. Besides, the infrared-transparent 

visible-opaque (ITVO) fabrics with special porous structure 22 23 have been developed 

for cooling by increasing radiative heat loss through the fabric. Very recently the 

infrared radiation through a fabric was made to be tunable in response to changing 

humidity 24. However, the cooling effect of infrared-transparent or -tunable fabric is 

not sufficient in a relatively hot environment under which thermal radiation through 

the fabric is minimal. Compared with passive cooling methods, active cooling system 

with external cold sources, energy supplies and/or control system can provide more 

reliable removal of heat, especially when an accurate body temperature control is 

required. The liquid cooling suit was famously used on Apollo flights 25 to keep 

astronaut’s temperature within the normal ranges. It has a liquid circulating system 

that includes tubing distribution 26 27, pump and cooling unit for heat transfer. Because 

of the high flow resistance and high heat capacity of the coolant 28, liquid cooling 

garments are heavy 29  (> 10kg) and involves high energy cost, which makes it 

inappropriate for conventional use. Recently, thermoelectric (TE) has gained a lot of 

attention for personal cooling due to its lightweight and reliable performance. In 

previous studies, wearable TE cooling devices 30 31 delivered significant skin 

temperature drop in hot environments through heat conduction. However, their 

functions were only limited within the locations covered by TE, therefore couldn’t 
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guarantee a sufficient cooling effect for full body. As mentioned in Kishore’s study 32, 

approximately 300 cm2 skin area needs to be covered by TE for a sufficient cooling 

power at 26 ºC ambient temperature, which is unpractical when occupants wear long 

sleeve clothing. Instead of using conductive method, air cooling garments that applied 

blowers 32 33 or ventilation fans 34 could offer a large-scale cooling through forced 

convection. To enhance the cooling performance in hot and dry conditions, Yang and 

Fan et 35 recently reported a portable thermoelectric energy conversion unit (TECU) 

that can supply cooled air into the next-to-skin clothing microclimate. But due to the 

lack of appropriate air distribution system, cooling effect was only demonstrated at 

normal ambient temperature 21 ºC, which actually didn’t meet the requirement. In this 

study, a thermoelectric air conditioning undergarment system (ACUS) was developed 

and evaluated under both relatively hot and cold ambient conditions (viz. 26.1 ºC and 

18.9 ºC) for cooling and heating performance, respectively.  

 

3.3 Introduction of the system 

 

3.3.1 The air conditioning undergarment system 

 

The ACUS was composed of integrated TECU and undergarment with treelike tubing 

network for air distribution. This system aimed to provide a large-scale and 

comfortable cooling/heating effect without intense change of local skin temperature or 

hindering of perspiration. As shown in Fig. 3-1A, the undergarment that provides 

cooling/heating air to upper body is almost unnoticeable when being worn underneath 

the shirt and suit jacket. Cooling and heating mode can be easily switched and 

adjusted in intensity with the integrated design of TECU (Fig. 3-1B). The integrated 

TECU (Fig. 3-1C) can be clipped on pocket or belt in this situation. The entire system 
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weighed 994 g (566 g without the battery) which was significantly lighter than any 

existing PTM clothing systems. 

 

The TECU was composed of a thermoelectric (TE) module (40 mm*40mm*4.8mm; 

ZT4, Laird Tech.), a heat sink on air supply side (50mm*60mm*10mm, 32.4g; ZZ50-

6.3Bm, Alpha Company), a heat sink on air rejection side (80mm*60mm*20mm, 

91.7g; ST60-7B, Alpha Company), a copper extender (40mm*40mm*0.5mm, 

OnlineMetals.com), a axial fan at the air rejection side (KDE 1205PFVX, Sunon Fans) 

and a micro blower (U51DX-024KK-5, Micronel) at the air supply side. The 3D-

printed plastic case of the TECU (ABSplus, ITLL of CU Boulder) had a dimension of 

169 mm*60 mm*42 mm.  

 

  
(A)  
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(B) 

 
(C)  

Figure 3-1. Introduction of the ACUS (A) Design and functions of ACUS in hot and 

cold environments (B) 3D perspective of the integrated TECU, which was assembled 

with a control unit that contained a heating/cooling mode switch button and a rotary 

knob for air volume control (C) Mechanism of the TECU 35 36. Two heat sinks are 

mounted on two sides of a thermoelectric module, which is comprised of tens to 

hundreds of p-n thermocouples. Duct flow provided by the blower at the supply side 

supplied air to the clothing system, while exhaust flow at the rejection side was used 

to accelerate heat transfer. 
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3.3.2 Design of tubing 

 

Treelike tubing networks can be applied to supply heating/ cooling air to designated 

locations of human body. A hierarchical branching structure requires minimal tubing 

diameter for higher flexibility and less bulkiness. However, smaller tubing diameter 

leads to higher flow resistance that reduces energy conversion efficiency for 

cooling/heating. Inspired by the optimal diameters of blood vessels at different levels 

predicted in Murray’s law for minimal energy cost of fluid transport and metabolic 

maintenance 37, tubing structure with coarser main channels and finer branching 

channels was considered. In this study, a theoretical modeling (supplemental 

information) was developed to estimate the optimal ratio 𝑥697 between inner 

diameter of branching channel 𝐷G and inner diameter of the main channel 𝐷D in a 

binary branching system (Fig. 3-2A) for minimal flow resistance with fixed global 

volume.  

 

In the local tubes, the flow types can be characterized by the dimensionless quantity of 

Remolds number,  

 
𝑅𝑒 = ^5_`ab

c
                                                        (S1) 

 

where 𝜌 is the density of the fluid, 𝑢#$%is the average flow velocity (m/s), 𝐷is the 

characteristic length of the geometry (m) and is considered as the tube diameter in this 

case, and 𝜇 is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid (m2/s). Note that the Reynolds 

number is a dimensionless quantity. 

 

Reynolds number is also the ratio of the inertial forces to the viscous forces and we 
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have turbulent flow when  Re > 4000, transitional flow when 4000 > Re > 2300, 

and 

laminar flow when Re < 2300.  

 

The pressure drop in a circular tube is widely characterized by the Hagen–Poiseuille 

equation, viz., 

 
𝛥𝑝 = kGcl5_`a

bm
                                                       (S2) 

 

It is convenient to express the pressure loss for all types of fully developed internal 

flows as 
 
𝛥𝑝 = 𝑓 l

b
^5_`am

G
                                                       (S3) 

 

where 𝛥𝑝 is the pressure drop in the distance of 𝐿, and 𝑓 is the Darcy friction 

factor.  

The mean velocity can be calculated as 

 
𝑢#$% = 4𝑄/𝜋𝐷G                                                       (S4) 

 

where 𝑄 is the flow rate. 

 

In the laminar flow, the Darcy friction factor is given by 

 
𝑓 = pV

qr
                                                             (S5) 

 

However, the Darcy friction factor is much more complex for the turbulent flow. The 
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commonly used formula is phenomenological, derived by fitting the data of 

experimental studies of turbulent flow in smooth and rough tubes 38, viz., 

 
D
st
= −2log y z

k.{b
+ G.|D

qrst
}                                              (S6) 

 

where 𝜀 is the roughness coefficient of the inner wall of the tubes. 

 

In this work, a data correlation that spans the entire range of Reynolds number from 

laminar flow, through transitional flow was adopted without considering the effect of 

wall roughness 39, viz., 

 

𝑓 = pV
qr
+

~.~k~V������� �
�.���

D�������� �
�                                               (S7) 

 

Substituting Eq. (S4) and Eq. (S7) to Eq. (S3) results in the pressure drop in each local 

pipe, 

 

𝛥𝑝 = �^
�m
�Dp�cb

^�
+
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                                 (S8) 

 

And then we add the pressure drops in the two-level treelike network and derive the 

total pressure drop, 
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                      (S9) 

 

where the flow rate in second level is given by  
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𝑄G =

��
G

                                                           (S10) 

 

And when the diameter ratio between the branching channel and the main channel, 

viz., 

 
𝑥 = 𝐷G/𝐷D                                                        (S11) 

 

The total volume  can be expressed as 

 
𝑉7 =

�
V
� 𝐷AG

G
A�D 𝐿A                                                  (S12) 

 

For comparison, two parallel tubes with uniform diameters and the same total length 

with the two-level treelike networks are assumed as control group, and the equivalent 

diameters corresponding to the global volume and length constraint are given by 

 

𝐷=,� = 2�
�Q

G� l��
m
���

                                                 (S13) 

 

Substituting Eq. (S13) to Eq. (S9) yields the total pressure drops of the parallel tubes 

corresponding to volume constraints, viz.,  
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Then the pressure loss due to the junction effect of the branch can be expressed as 40 

 
𝛥𝑝£ = 𝜌𝑢#$%G 𝐾/2                                                (S15) 

tV
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where 𝐾 is the loss coefficient, which is a function of the junction angle	𝜃, the ratio 

of flow rates of the branching channel and the main channel	𝜆, and 𝜑 the ratio of the 

areas of the branching channel and the main channel. 

 

𝐾 = 1 + 𝜆G𝜑G − 2𝜆𝜑cos �k
V
𝜃�                                        (S16) 

 

Here we have the following relationship for a symmetric junction, 

 
𝜆 =1/2                                                           (S17) 

 

The total pressure drop can therefore be modified by adding the component of the 

pressure loss in the junctions 
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In Fig. 3-2B, the lowest pressure drop which represents the lowest flow resistance is 

achieved when the diameter ratio 𝑥 is within 0.6 ~ 0.8.  
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(D) 

Figure 3-2. Design of the tubing system for air distribution (A) A binary branching 

system: main channel length 𝐿D is 3 times of branching channel length 𝐿D; angle 

between two branches 2𝜃 = 	𝜋/3 (B) Relationship between pressure drop ∆𝑝7,I 

and diameter ratio 𝑥 = 𝐷G 𝐷D⁄  of the binary branching tubing system at different flow 

rates 𝑄 (C) Prototype A was mesh undervest with loops for the attachment of a 

branching structured tubing network. The tubing network of Prototype A had 8 outlets, 

4 in the front and 4 in the back. Three combinations of tubing inner diameter were 

applied. (D) Prototype B was designed in braces style and had a minimum structure to 

hold tubing network with 4 outlets and short ends. Three tube inner diameters for the 

main front and back air supply channels were compared. 

 

Based on the binary branching system of Fig. 3-2A, Prototype A (Fig. 3-2C) with tree-

like branching network was designed to facilitate wide spread of supplied air to 

different parts of the body. But the complex tubing networks cannot accommodate too 

coarse tubes for less flexibility. To balance the energy efficiency and tubing volume, 

Prototype A2 used different tubing inner diameters for main and branching channels 

as indicated in Fig 3-2B. In the contrary, Prototype B (Fig. 3-2D) was designed with 
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minimum structure and allows the use of coarser tubes, hence resulting in lower flow 

resistance but more centralized air blowing as well. Both prototype A and B were 

symmetric and aimed at directing cooled or heated air to upper central chest, upper 

central back and underarm areas, respectively, where it is prone to perspire 41, but 

avoiding blowing directly to the stomach and lower back areas where it is sensitive to 

local thermal discomfort. The inner volume of tubing is shown in Table 3-1. 

 

Table 3-1. Tubing volume of undergarment prototypes 

 

Undergarment Prototype Tubing volume (cm3) 

A1 29.45 

A2 35.47 

A3 47.50 

B1 29.14 

B2 45.52 

B3 65.49 

 

For Prototype A1 and A2, the tubing was made of silicone rubber (Uxcell). The 

garment was made of polyester-spandex blend (<5% spandex) single layer mesh 

fabrics. The Y shaped tubing connector (Kartell 466) had the same inner diameter with 

the tubing and was made of polypropylene. For Prototype B, the tubing was made of 

latex rubber (VWR) and the Y outlets were molded in our lab using silicone rubber. 

The garment was consisted of polyester waist straps and elastane shoulder straps. 
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3.4 Experimental procedures 

 

3.4.1 Flow tests 

 

The flow tests were conducted in a climate chamber, where it was set to 18.9 ºC (66 

ºF) and RH 50% for the heating test and 26.1 ºC (79 ºF) and RH 50% for the cooling 

test, respectively. The ACUS was worn on a thermal manikin with a constant mean 

skin temperature (MST) at 35 ºC. The manikin was also dressed in a shirt and a suit 

jacket in order to create a realistic clothing microenvironment. A thermal mass 

flowmeter (TSI series 4000) connected between the TECU and the tubing network of 

undergarment, was used to measure air flow rate 𝑄 and temperature of supplied air 

𝑇45. RTD temperature sensors (PT-100 Class A, Omega; accuracy: ± 0.15 ºC) were 

used for measuring the air temperature at the outlets of the tubing network 𝑇67. The 

blower and the TE unit were powered, respectively, by two DC power supplies (BK 

Precision 9183, BK Precision 1747). With a given tubing structure, 𝑄 depended on 

the voltage supplied to the blower, and 𝑇45 could be regulated by the electric current 

supplied to the TE unit. 

 

3.4.2 Thermal manikin tests 

 

The thermal manikin – Walter 42 was set under the non-sweating condition with an 

impermeable skin. Environment setting were the same as those for the flow tests and 

the mean skin temperature (MST) of the manikin was controlled at 35 ºC. The cooling 

or heating power provided by the ACUS would be measured by the change in energy 

consumption of the thermal manikin. The condition without turning on the TECU was 

used as the control. Prototypes of the ACUS were operated under the preferred 
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conditions (viz. blower voltage and TE current) determined based on the flow tests. 

All the tests were repeated for 3 times. 

 

3.4.3 Human subject tests 

 

The human subject test had been approved by the IRB office at Cornell University. A 

total of 24 male subjects (age: 25.1 ± 4.7, height: 177 ± 3.5 cm, weight: 74.8 ± 2.6 kg) 

were recruited for the experiment, 8 for Prototype A1, 8 for A2 and 8 for B3. For each 

prototype, 4 subjects participated heating tests and other 4 participated cooling tests. 

Each subject participated the experiments on two days, one day for the treatment 

group and another day for the control group. Subjects were asked not to take caffeine 

and alcohol 24 hours prior to each test. Before the experiment, subjects were provided 

with the same meal. Subjects were asked to wear the same shirt, pants, tie and suit 

jacket (Fig. 5A). Then they took a rest in a room with 23.9 ºC (75 ºF) ambient 

temperature for 60 minutes, which allowed them to get a stable state of body 

temperature before the test. Local skin temperatures of subjects were measured with 

digital thermometers (DS 1923, iButton; accuracy: ± 0.5°C, resolution: 0.0625°C) 

attached to the skin of measuring locations. Based on the ISO 9886 standard, 8 points 

weighting scheme (Table S6) was used to calculate the weighted mean skin 

temperature (MST). Then, subjects entered the climate chamber and started with 45 

minutes acclimatization, during which they were asked to work with laptops. After the 

acclimatization, the TECU was turned on for the subjects in the treatment group, while 

the control group didn’t change. The cooling or heating treatment lasted for 40 

minutes. The environment setting and operation conditions of TECU were all the same 

as those for the flow tests and the manikin tests.  
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3.5 Results and discussions 

 

3.5.1 Selection of prototypes 

 

Air cooling or heating is achieved through the heat exchange between the air supplied 

from the thermoelectric energy conversion unit (TECU) and the air in the next-to-skin 

clothing microclimate. Therefore, we have:  

 

𝑊; = (𝑇=> − 𝑇45) ∙ 𝑄 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝐶9     (1) 

 

𝑊< = (𝑇45 − 𝑇=>) ∙ 𝑄 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝐶9      (2) 

 

In Eq. (1) and (2), air density 𝜌 and air specific heat 𝐶9 are constant values. The 

cooling power 𝑊; and heating power 𝑊< are determined by a) the difference 

between the temperature of the air supplied from TECU 𝑇45 and the temperature of 

the air exhausted from the clothing microclimate 𝑇=>, and b) the air flow rate 𝑄. To 

maximize the cooling power 𝑊; and heating power 𝑊<, 𝑇=> and 𝑄 should be 

optimized. 

 

Since thermal manikin and human subject tests are costly and time consuming, only a 

few selected prototypes can be evaluated using thermal manikin and human subject 

tests. Flow tests, which can provide a quick comparison of different prototypes, were 

conducted to measure the flow rates 𝑄 and estimate the cooling/heating power 

(𝑊;/𝑊<) under different operation conditions and based on which to determine the 

optimum operation conditions for each prototype. The flow test analysis was based on 

Eq. (1) and (2), in which we assumed a complete heat exchange. Therefore, 𝑇=> is 
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equal to the temperature of the clothing microclimate 𝑇I. Due to the accelerated heat 

transfer between the human skin and the microclimate as a result of the next-to-skin 

air flow,  𝑇I would be close to the human skin temperature when outer garments are 

worn and may be assumed to be 33 ºC. Eq. (1) shows that higher 𝑄 and lower 

𝑇45	result in a higher cooling power 𝑊;. But higher 𝑄 also means shorter time for the 

air to be cooled in the TECU, which would result in less drop in 𝑇45. Therefore, the 

optimum 𝑊; depends on the balance between 𝑄 and 𝑇45. In addition, the energy 

consumption is another critical issue in practice. To achieve 15% energy saving in 

HVAC systems, the COP (Coefficient of Performance) value needs to be above 0.35. 

For the ACUS, 𝑄 was determined by both the energy input of the blower and the 

flow resistance from the tubing network. 𝑇45 was determined by the energy input of 

the thermoelectric unit (TE) as well as the 𝑄. Therefore, to achieve maximum 𝑊;/𝑊< 

with sufficiently high COP, optimum operation conditions of TECU (including the TE 

and blower) for the different undergarment prototypes should be determined. 

 

In the heating tests, higher TE current led to higher temperature of air at the outlet of 

the tubing network 𝑇67. With a fixed TE current, higher 𝑄 resulted in a lower 𝑇67. 

Fig. 3-3 shows the influence of 𝑄 and TE current on 𝑊< and COP of the ACUS. For 

the prototype A1 (Fig. 3-3a), 18 W of 𝑊< could be achieved when the TE current 

was 2.4 A. But in this operation condition, 𝑇67 was measured to be about 47 ºC, 

which exceeded the heat-pain threshold (42 ºC) 43 of human body and would cause 

thermal discomfort. 𝑇67 could be reduced by lowering the TE current. To ensure an 

acceptable temperature of the supplied air, the maximum TE current was about 1.965 

A, corresponding to the flow rate 𝑄 of 44.6 L/min. Under this condition 𝑊< was 

much lower than the estimated heating power (18 W) required for lowering the 

temperature set-point of HVAC system by 4 °F. Fig. 3-3a also indicates that higher 𝑄 
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may lead to a higher 𝑊< and lower 𝑇67. But the range of 𝑄 was limited by the 

capacity of the blower under the present flow resistance. Therefore, Prototype A2 with 

coarser main channels had lower flow resistance and allowed higher 𝑄. Fig. 3-3c and 

3-3d show that for Prototype A2 the optimum 𝑊< with acceptable 𝑇67 was achieved 

under the TE current of 2.35 A and the flow rate of 71.2 L/min. Higher flow rate could 

provide higher 𝑊< but result in lower COP. Prototype A3 with coarser main and 

branching channels has even lower flow resistance than A2. Fig. 3-3e and 3-3f show, 

the optimum 𝑊< with acceptable 𝑇67 for Prototype A3 was achieved under the TE 

current of 2.45 A and flow rate of 72.6 L/min.  

 

For Prototype B1 (Fig. 3-3g and 3-3h), when the TE current was 2.425 A and 𝑄 was 

70.8 L/min, a desired 𝑊< with the lowest energy cost and acceptable 𝑇67 was 

achieved. So, this operation condition was considered as the preferred one for 

Prototype B1. Through the same path, preferred conditions for Prototype B2 and B3 

were also determined. Table 3-2 shows the heating performance of different garment 

prototypes in their preferred operation conditions. Prototype B1, B2 and B3 could all 

provide sufficient 𝑊< and meanwhile meet the requirement of COP and 𝑇67. In 

particular, Prototype B3 (Fig. 3-3k and 3-3l), which had the largest inner tubing 

diameter and the lowest flow resistance, exhibited the highest COP for the same 𝑊<. 

In addition, the test results indicated that higher 𝑄 didn’t necessarily lead to a higher 

𝑊<. As shown in Fig 3-3i and 3-3k, 𝑊< of Prototype B2 and B3 reduced as	𝑄 

increased. It was also found that, with the same operation setting of the blower and the 

TE unit, lower flow resistance of tubing resulted in higher heating efficiency. 
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(a)                                (b) 

 

(c)                                (d) 

 

(e)                                (f) 

 

 

(g)                                (h) 
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(i)                                (j) 

 

(k)                                (l) 

Figure 3-3. Flow test results of heating mode. Influence of 𝑄 and TE current on 𝑊<, 

COP and 𝑇67 of the ACUS in the flow test. Each prototype was tested at three 

different TE currents. 
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Table 3-2. Flow test results of heating mode. Estimated heating performance of 

different undergarment prototypes in preferred operation conditions 
 

Prototype 
 

Blower 
Setting 

TE 
Setting 

Outlet 
Air 

Velocity 

𝑇45 𝑇67 Energy Cost 
(TECU) 

 

COP 

A1 
 

 

14 V 
0.70 A 

9.73 V 
1.965 A 

4.73 m/s 45.2 ºC 
 

41.9 ºC 
 

30.74 W 
 

0.357 
 

A2 16.5 V 
0.96 A 

 

11.4 V 
2.35 A 

7.55 m/s 45.0 ºC  41.9 ºC 44.43 W 0.388 

A3 
 
 

15.5 V 
0.87 A 

12.07 V 
2.45 V 

4.77 m/s 45.3 ºC 41.8 ºC 44.86 W 0.402 

B1 15.5 V 
0.87 A 

 

11.87 V 
2.425 A 

9.31 m/s 45.6 ºC 41.9 ºC 43.99 W 0.409 

B2 12.5 V 
0.425 A 

 

12.45 V 
2.50 A 

5.10 m/s 47.8 ºC 41.9 ºC 38.24 W 0.473 

B3 
 

12.5 V 
0.405 A 

12.38 V 
2.5 A 

 

3.60 m/s 47.6 ºC 41.5 ºC 37.81 W 0.480 
 

 

In the cooling mode, with a given 𝑄, higher TE current generally led to lower 𝑇67. 

With a fixed TE current, lower 𝑄 resulted in a lower 𝑇67. To avoid local cold 

discomfort, 𝑇67 should be above the cold-pain threshold (15 ºC) of human skin 44. For 

Prototype A1 (Fig. 3-4a), 𝑊; increased with the rise of 𝑄 initially and then start to 

drop when 𝑄 is between 43 L/min and 44 L/min. The peak value of 𝑊; was 

achieved when TE current was 2.3 A and the flow rate 𝑄 was 43.5 L/min. When the 

TE current was raised to 2.4 A, 𝑊; turned out to be much lower. Because under this 

condition, the TE was so cold that moisture condensation took place on its surface. As 

a result, the air temperature could not be further lowered to increase cooling effect. 

For Prototype A1, the highest 𝑊; was still much lower than the estimated cooling 

power (23W) required for increasing the upper end of the set-points of the neutral 

band of HVAC system and also the COP in this condition was below 0.35. The 
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insufficient cooling power of Prototype A1 was mainly due to the limited flow rate 

owing to the relatively high flow resistance.  

 

For Prototype A2, Fig. 3-4c and 3-4d show that the maximum 𝑊; was achieved 

under the TE current of 2.4 A and the flow rate of 60.5 L/min. Higher TE current 

doesn’t help improve the cooling effect because the hot side of the TE unit was 

overheated. For Prototype A3, Fig. 3-4e and 3-4f show the maximum 𝑊; was 

achieved under the TE current of 2.5A and flow rate of 63.45 L/min. 

 

Table 3-3 shows the cooling effect of different prototypes in their preferred operation 

conditions. Prototype B3 generally gave the greatest 𝑊; for its lowest flow 

resistance. The optimum cooling performance of Prototype B3 was achieved when TE 

current was 2.5 A (Fig 3-4g, 3-4h). Higher TE current (2.6 A) resulted in lower 𝑊; 

because the hot side of the TE unit was overheated, which hindered further 

temperature drop of the cold side. Under this condition, no moisture condensation was 

observed. Through the same approach, 2.5 A was also found to be the optimum TE 

current for Prototype B1 and B2. In Fig 3-4i, Prototype B1, B2 and B3 were compared 

at the same TE current level. It shows that the maximum 𝑊; could be achieved when 

Prototype B3 was at the flow rate 𝑄 of 77.3 L/min and TE current of 2.5 A. The 

comparison also suggested that with the same operation conditions, lower flow 

resistance of tubing led to higher 𝑊;. In terms of energy efficiency, Fig 3-4g and 3-4h 

indicate that for Prototype B3, rise of TE current contributed the increase of 𝑊; 

slightly, but significantly decrease COP. Fig 3-4i and 3-4j show that Prototype B3 

operated under the TE current of 2.2 A gave a	𝑊; very close to the maximum value 

obtained under the TE current of 2.5 A, but had a significantly higher value of COP. 

So, the operation condition with the TE current of 2.2 A and flow rate 𝑄 of 73.4 
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L/min was preferred for Prototype B3. 

 

 

(a)                                (b) 

 

(c)                                (d) 

 

(e)                                (f) 

 

(g)                                (h) 
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(i)                                (j) 

Figure 3-4. Flow test results of cooling mode. Influence of 𝑄 and TE current on 𝑊; 

and COP of the ACUS in the flow test. 

 

Table 3-3. Flow test results of cooling mode. 

Estimated cooling performance of different undergarment prototypes in preferred 

operation conditions 
 
Prototype 

 
Blower 
Setting 

TE 
Setting 

Outlet 
Air 

Velocity 

𝑇45 𝑇67 Energy 
Cost 

(TECU) 
 

COP 

A1 
 

14.0 V 
0.7 A 

10.33 V 
2.3 A 

 

4.61 
m/s 

19 ºC 
 

25.4 ºC 
 

35.36 W 
 

0.348 
 
 

A2 13.1 V 
0.675 A 

 

10.87 V 
2.4 A 

 

6.42 
m/s 

19.8 ºC 26.5 ºC 36.73 W 0.438 

A3 
 
 

13.1 V 
0.68 A 

11.57 V 
2.5 A 

 

4.17 
m/s 

21.1 ºC N/A 39.63 W 0.385 

B1 14.0 V 
0.75 A 

 

11.28 V 
2.5 A 

 

8.67 
m/s 

20.1 ºC N/A 40.50 W 0.424 

B2 13.1 V 
0.705A 

 

11.36 V 
2.5 A 

 

6.21 
L/min 

20.7 ºC N/A 39.44 W 0.464 

B3 

 
 

12.3 V 
0.65 A 

9.96 V 
2.2 A 

4.29 
m/s 

20.5 ºC 
 

24.7 ºC 
 

31.71 W 
 

0.584 
 

 

Fig. 3-5A shows the estimated cooling and heating power when each prototype was 

operated under the optimum conditions. Fig. 3-5B and 3-5C show Prototype A2 
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provided higher the heating/cooling power and COP (coefficient of performance) per 

unit volume of tubing than Prototype A1 and A3. The advantage of prototype A2 is 

probably attribute to the specific diameter ratio between the main and branching 

channels. The flow rate for optimum performance of prototype A2 is within 1 * 10-3 ~ 

1.17 * 10-3 m3/s. According to the theoretical modeling (Fig. 3-2B) when flow rate is 

about 1 * 10-3 m3/s, the optimal diameter ratio xopt is 0.782, which is very close to the 

actual diameter ratio of Prototype A2 (0.787). As a result, Prototype A1, A2 and B3 

were selected for further thermal manikin tests: A1 was selected for the finest tubing 

network and wide distribution of supplied air; A2 was selected for relatively high 

cooling/heating power and wide distribution of supplied air; B3 was selected for the 

potentially highest cooling power and COP (Table 3-3). 

 

 
(A) 
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(B) 

 
(C) 

Figure 3-5. Comparison of different prototypes in flow tests. (A) Estimated 

heating/cooling power of all prototypes (B) Estimated heating/cooling power per unit 

volume of tubing (C) Estimated heating/cooling COP per unit volume of tubing 

 

3.5.2 Investigation with thermal manikin 

 

The heating and cooling performance of Prototype A1, A2 and B3 measured by the 

thermal manikin are plotted in Fig. 3-6B, 3-6C, 3-7A, 3-7B and the operation 

conditions are listed in Table 3-4 and 3-5. Fig. 3-6D and 3-6E show that per unit 

tubing volume of Prototype A2 was able to provide higher heating/cooling power and 

higher cooling COP than prototype A1 and B3 (Fig. 3-6D, 3-6E). Even though 
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prototype A1 performed higher heating COP over volume than A2, but the heating 

power of A1 was significantly lower than that of A2 (Fig. 3-6B). This result further 

approved the advantage of prototype A2 in energy and volume efficiency. The optimal 

tubing diameter ratio of Prototype A2 minimizes the energy cost by flow resistance 

and therefore optimizes the heating/cooling capacity under a certain tubing volume 

and energy consumption. 

 

 
(A) 

 
(B) 
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(C) 

 
(D) 

 
(E) 

Figure 3-6. Results of manikin tests (A) Image of thermal manikin tests (B) Heating 

power in manikin tests (C) Cooling power in manikin tests (D) Heating/cooling power 

per unit volume of tubing (E) Heating/cooling COP per unit volume of tubing 
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(A) 

 

 
(B) 

 

Figure 3-7. Energy consumption of thermal manikin. (a) In the heating condition, the 

energy required to maintain the MST at 35 ºC was lower because of the extra heat 

provided by the ACUS. The decrease in energy consumption of manikin is a measure 

of the heating power. (b) In the cooling condition, when cooled air was supplied to the 

clothing system, thermal manikin needed to consume more energy to maintain the 

MST at 35 ºC. The increase in manikin’s energy consumption is a measure of the 

cooling power. 
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Table 3-4. Operation conditions of thermal manikin cooling tests 

 
Prototype Operation Condition Energy Cost 

(TECU) 
 

A1 
 

Blower 14 V, TE 2.3 A 35.48 W 

A2 
 

Blower 13.1 V, TE 2.4A 
 

37.26 W 
 

B3 Blower 12.3 V, TE 2.2 A 
 

32.49 W 

 
 

Table 3-5. Operation conditions of thermal manikin heating tests 

 
Prototype 

Operation Condition 
Energy Cost 

(TECU) 
 

A1 Blower 14 V, TE 1.965 A 
 

30.83 W 

A2 
 

Blower 16.5 V, TE 2.35 A 
 

45.04 W 

B3 Blower 12.5 V, TE 2.5 A 
 

35.39 W 

 

 

3.5.3 Human subject studies 

 

To further demonstrate the cooling and heating effects of the ACUS, prototype A1, A2 

and B3 were studied in human subject tests (Fig. 3-8). In the heating mode, Fig. 3-8B 

shows that mean skin temperature (MST) of human subjects changed with time during 

the tests of different prototypes. The MST is a weighted average of skin temperatures 

at eight locations of human body. In the first 45 minutes of acclimatization, due to the 

low ambient temperature (18.9 ºC), subject’s MST kept dropping with time and almost 

the same in both control and heating groups. The statistical analysis (t-test, P value < 
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0.05) also proved that there was no significant difference between control and heating 

groups during this period. After the TECU was turned on, significant difference in 

MST between control and treatment groups occurred in all three heating conditions. 

Corresponding with the manikin test results, Prototype A2 and B3 that were able to 

provide higher heating power, raised the MST about 1.2 ºC during the 40 minutes 

heating treatment. However, prototype A1 which offered lower heating power only 

increase the MST by 0.4 ~ 0.5 ºC. The different heating effects of three prototypes 

were further confirmed by the thermal sensation of subjects. Here, the evaluation of 

thermal sensation was based on the standard of seven-point scale 45: -3 (cold), -2 

(cool), -1 (slightly cool), 0 (neutral), +1 (slightly warm), +2 (warm), +3 (hot). As 

shown in Fig. 3-8C, after 45 mins acclimatization, subjects in all groups felt more than 

slightly cool. During the heating session, prototype A2 and B3 were able to make 

subjects feel slightly warm in 10 ~ 15 minutes, while subjects wearing prototype A1 

still felt slightly cool until the end. The heating effect was mainly focused on chest and 

upper back areas. Fig. 3-8D shows the skin temperature difference ∆𝑇4@AB of left 

upper chest and right scapula between control and heating groups. Prototype A2 

created much larger ∆𝑇4@AB at scapula than other prototypes. For prototype A1 and 

A2, ∆𝑇4@AB at other locations were not as significant as those of chest and back. But 

for prototype B3, obvious skin temperature growth also occurred at hands (∆𝑇4@AB = 

1.3 ºC) and upper arms (∆𝑇4@AB = 0.7 ºC). It was probably because the more 

concentrated wind provided by prototype B3 was able to transport further into sleeves 

and raise the skin temperature of upper arms and hands.  

 

In the cooling mode (Fig. 3-8E), MST kept rising with time at the beginning due to the 

high ambient temperature (26.1 ºC). Similar to the heating condition, there was no 

significant difference in MST between control and treatment groups during 
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acclimatization. During the cooling session, prototype B3 which provided the highest 

cooling power in manikins test achieved almost 0.7 ºC MST drop of subjects. 

Prototype A2 that performed a relatively high cooling power reduced the MST by 

about 0.6 ºC. While, prototype A1 that had the lowest cooling capacity only leaded to 

0.1 ~ 0.2 ºC drop in MST, which was not even a significant change based on statistical 

analysis (t-test, P value > 0.05). This result proves the cooling power of three 

prototypes measured in manikin tests.  In addition, for the record of thermal sensation 

(Fig. 3-8F), prototype A2 and B3 were able to turn wearer’s feeling from more than 

slightly warm to neutral or even slightly cool. However, prototype A1 induced a small 

change in thermal sensation and subjects still felt slightly warm until the end. Fig. 3-

8G shows the skin temperature difference ∆𝑇4@AB at left upper chest and right scapula 

between control and cooling groups. Prototype B3 created significantly higher ∆𝑇4@AB 

at chest but lower ∆𝑇4@AB at back comparing with prototype A1 and A2.  Prototype 

A2 provided the highest ∆𝑇4@AB at back and higher ∆𝑇4@AB at chest than prototype A1. 

For all three prototypes, ∆𝑇4@AB at other locations were not significant. 
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(G) 

Figure 3-8. Results of human subject tests (A) Image of human subject tests (B) 

Change of MST during heating tests (C) Change of thermal sensation during heating 

tests (D) ∆𝑇4@AB at chest and upper back in heating tests (E) Change of MST during 

cooling tests (F) Change of thermal sensation during cooling tests (G) ∆𝑇4@AB at chest 

and upper back in cooling tests 

 

Table 3-6. Measuring sites of 8 points weighting scheme in human subject tests. 

 
Measuring 

sites 
Forehead Right 

scapula 
Left 

upper 
chest 

 

Right 
arm 

(Upper) 

Left 
arm 

(Lower) 

Left 
hand 

Right 
anterior 

thigh 

Left 
calf 

Weighting 
Coefficients 

0.07 0.175 0.175 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.19 0.2 

 

3.5.4 Required heating/cooling power 

 

The results of our human subject tests showed that 15.5 W of cooling power provided 

by Prototype A2 was sufficient to maintain indoor occupants at thermal neutral 

sensation when the indoor temperature set-point is increased to 26.1 ºC. This is much 

less than the previously estimated 23W of required cooling power 1.  Similarly, the 
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18.1 W of heating power provided by Prototype A2 seemed to have exceeded required 

heating power to maintain the indoor occupants at thermal neutral sensation when the 

indoor temperature set-point is lowered to 18.9 ºC. So, the previously estimated 18W 

of required heating power 1 may be an over estimation. To ensure optimum thermal 

comfort with minimum energy cost, it is necessary to examine the required cooling 

and heating power accurately. 

 

The steady state heat flux from human body can be expressed as 1:  

 

𝑞D = (1/𝑅) ∗ (𝑇FD − 𝑇CD)     (3) 

 

𝑞G = (1/𝑅) ∗ (𝑇FG − 𝑇CG)     (4) 

 

∆𝑞/𝑞D = (𝑇FD − 𝑇CD − 𝑇FG + 𝑇CG)/(𝑇FD − 𝑇CD)  (5) 

 

Where, 𝑞D is the required dry heat loss from the human body at the ambient 

temperature of  𝑇CD	with a comfortable mean skin temperature of 𝑇FD, 𝑞G is the 

required dry heat loss from the human body at the ambient temperature of 𝑇CG with a 

comfortable mean skin temperature of 𝑇FG, and 𝑅 is the overall thermal resistance of 

clothes and assumed to be constant. At an ambient temperature of  𝑇CD within the 

conventional neutral band (70 ºF ~ 75 ºF), to keep the heat balance and a skin 

temperature at a comfortable state of 𝑇FD, the required heat loss 𝑞Dof human body 

should equal to the base metabolism M for sedentary activity, which was assumed to 

be 105 W in the previous work 1. When the neutral band is expanded to (66 ºF ~ 79 ºF) 

and the ambient temperature was adjusted to 𝑇CG, in order to keep the skin 

temperature at a comfortable state of  𝑇FG,  a different heat loss 𝑞G was required. 
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The difference of the heat loss (∆𝑞 = 	𝑞D −	𝑞G) between two conditions is the required 

cooling or heating power. 

 

In the previous work 1, 𝑇FD and 𝑇FG were both assumed to be 33.9 ºC (93 ºF). But in 

fact, skin temperature corresponding to the comfortable thermal sensation is a range 

rather than a set point. Fanger 46 defined comfortable MST for sedentary activity as 33 

~ 34 ºC. In Liu’s study 47, comfortable range of skin temperature was found to be 

between 32.6 ºC and 33.7 ºC, when the ambient temperature was within 21 ºC ~ 29 ºC.  

 

In our human subject cooling test, the average 𝑇FD	(viz. MST of subjects) was 

measured to be 32.9 ± 0.2 ºC when 𝑇CD corresponded to the upper limit (75 ºF, 23.9 

ºC) of conventional neutral band. 𝑇FG was assumed to be 33.7 ºC which is the upper 

limit of the comfortable skin temperature range found in Liu’s study 41. Based on the 

Katch-McArdle formula 48, the average metabolic rate of our subjects in sedentary 

state was calculated to be 96.7 W. Therefore, when the ambient temperature rises from 

𝑇CD to 𝑇CG (79 ºF, 26.1 ºC), the required cooling power (viz. ∆𝑞) was calculated to 

be 15.0 W (Eq. S19). This value is between the cooling power of prototype A1 and A2 

as measured by our manikin tests (Fig. 3-6C). In addition, our human subject tests (Fig. 

3-8E) showed that the MST of the A1 group was above 33.8 ºC and that of the A2 

group was about 33.3 ºC. Although the difference appears small, but the former may 

have just exceeded the upper limit (33.7 ºC) of comfortable range and the latter may 

still be within this comfortable range. This result corresponds with the record of 

thermal sensation in Fig. 3-8F and further verify that 15.5 W cooling power provided 

by prototype A2 was sufficient to make occupants feel thermally comfortable at higher 

indoor ambient temperature. 
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In our human subject heating test, the average 𝑇FD was measured to be 32.0 ºC ± 0.5 

ºC when 𝑇CD corresponded to the lower limit (70 ºF, 21.1 ºC) of conventional neutral 

band. For the value of 𝑇FG, the lower limit of comfortable MST provided by Liu’s 

study may not be applicable here, because 𝑇CG in our study was beyond the ambient 

temperature range in Liu’s study. Our human subject heating tests (Fig. 3-8B, 3-8C) 

indicate that when 𝑇CG was 18.9 ºC (66 ºF), the comfortable state (thermal sensation 

= 0) was achieved when the average MST was about 31.6 ºC. If this temperature is 

used as 𝑇FG for the cold environment and the base metabolic rate is still 96.7 W, the 

required heating power turns out to be 16.0 W (Eq. S20), which is between the heating 

power of Prototype A1 and A2 measured in the thermal manikin test (Fig. 3-6B). Our 

human subject tests (Fig. 3-8C) showed, subjects wearing prototype A1 felt slightly 

cool but those who wore prototype A2 felt more than slightly warm, which 

corresponds with the new estimation. 

 

3.6 Conclusion 

 

Both Prototype A2 and B3 met the requirement for cooling and heating at the ambient 

temperature with the set-points being expanded by 2.2ºC (or 4 ºF). Prototype A2 is 

preferred because the tree-like tubing branches combined with the optimal tubing 

diameter ratio results in more even distribution of supplied air, higher tubing 

flexibility and better tactile comfort. The evenly distributed heating /cooling effect can 

avoid abrupt skin temperature change at certain location and prevent local thermal 

discomfort. At higher ambient temperature, the ACUS is able to provide even stronger 

cooling effect when perspiration evaporation is involved and enhanced by the air flow. 

Furthermore, with the assistance of skin temperature sensors, the ACUS can be 
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applied to offer an automatic thermal management of patients with multiple sclerosis 

or those anaesthetized in prolonged surgery. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

EFFECT OF BODY POSTURE ON THERMOREGULATORY PERFORMANCE 

OF THERMOELECTRIC AIR COOLING/HEATING UNDERGARMENT  

 

4.1 Abstract 
 

Heating/cooling effect of the personal air thermoregulatory system is not only 

determined by the physics of energy conversion efficiency, but also influenced by the 

interactions between human and clothing, such as body postures and clothing design. 

It was found that sedentary posture can lead to higher heating and cooling power than 

standing posture. Leaning position for sedentary posture can further improve the 

performance in cooing condition. These improvements are mainly attributed to the 

change in heat transfer efficiency at chest and back areas, where air flow is directed to. 

It was also found, the position of wind outlets for a personal air thermoregulatory 

clothing can affect the cooling/heating performance.  

 

4.2 Introduction 

 

Functional clothing for personal thermal management (PTM) has attracted a lot of 

attentions in recent years 1 2 3 , especially for energy saving of HVAC system 4 5 6 . 

However, only few of these approaches can actually provide enough cooling power in 

hot and dry conditions without compromising comfort and convenience. The 

thermoelectric air conditioning undergarment system (ACUS) [7] which provides air 

cooling and heating effect as a light weight and adjustable PTM method has 

demonstrated sufficient capacity to keep wearers thermally comfortable with 
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expansion of ambient temperature by 2.2 ºC on both hot and cold sides. It was also 

claimed that the undergarment prototype with simplified air distribution tubing system 

and coarser inner diameter could achieve higher cooling power and energy efficiency 

in both cooling and heating conditions. However, some other factors may also affect 

the performance such as the location of wind outlets for the air distribution system and 

body postures. Actually, in some circumstances, sedentary posture can lead to higher 

thermal insulation of clothing system compared with standing posture because 

clothing layer extrudes or folds upward in the chest area, therefore creating larger 

inner space for still air [8]. For the air cooling/heating clothing system, additional 

inner space may influence the heat exchange efficiency between the air flow and 

clothing microclimate, thus changing the cooling/heating effect. Furthermore, it was 

found that leaning position of sedentary posture with a contact between body and the 

backrest of chair may also affect the thermal insulation of clothing system [9]. In this 

study, garment prototype with different wind outlet locations of the air distribution 

system were compared in terms of cooling/heating power. The influence of body 

postures on air cooling/heating effect of the ACUS was also investigated through 

thermal manikin tests and human subject tests. 

 

4.3 Prototypes and testing methods 

 

4.3.1 ACUS prototypes 

 

The ACUS was composed of thermoelectric energy conversion unit (TECU), blower, 

undergarment with tree-like tubing network and battery. [7] The garment prototype 

was in braces style and incorporated with a symmetric tubing structure (latex rubber, 

9.53 mm inner diameter, VWR) containing 4 outlets in total for upper chest and back 
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areas. Three prototypes with different positions of wind outlet were compared (Fig. 4-

1). Prototype I was not used in the cooling condition because blowing cold air directly 

to stomach and lower back areas may result in discomfort. For the study of different 

postures, only the Prototype II with medium outlet position was applied. In all tests, 

the ACUS was operated under the preferred conditions (viz. 12.5 V blower voltage 

and 2.2 A TECU current for heating; 12.3 V blower voltage and 2.2 A TECU current 

for cooling) as suggested in the previous study [7].  

 

   
(a)                    (b)                    (c) 

Figure 4-1. Prototypes of ACUS (a) Prototype I (b) Prototype II (c) Prototype III 

 

4.3.2 Flow test 

 

Flow tests were used to estimate theoretical cooling/heating power of different 

prototypes. The flow tests were conducted in a climate chamber, where it was set as 

18.9 ºC (66 ºF) and RH 50% for heating tests and 26.1 ºC (79 ºF) and RH 50% for 

cooling tests, respectively. The ACUS was worn on a thermal manikin with a constant 

mean skin temperature (MST) at 35 ºC. The manikin was also dressed in a shirt and a 

suit jacket in order to create a realistic clothing microenvironment. A thermal mass 
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flowmeter (TSI series 4000) connected between the TECU and the tubing network of 

undergarment, was used to measure air flow rate 𝑄 and temperature of supplied air 

𝑇45. With these two parameters, the theoretical cooling/heating power can be 

calculated using equation (1) and (2). 

 

𝑊; = (𝑇=> − 𝑇45) ∙ 𝑄 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝐶9     (1) 

 

𝑊< = (𝑇45 − 𝑇=>) ∙ 𝑄 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝐶9      (2) 

 

In Eq. (1) and (2), air density 𝜌 and air specific heat 𝐶9 are constant values. The 

cooling power 𝑊; and heating power 𝑊< are determined by a) the difference 

between the temperature of the air supplied from TECU 𝑇45 and the temperature of 

the air exhausted from the clothing microclimate 𝑇=>, and b) the air flow rate 𝑄. We 

assumed a complete heat exchange, therefore 𝑇=> is equal to the temperature of the 

clothing microclimate 𝑇I. Due to the accelerated heat transfer between the human 

skin and the microclimate as a result of the next-to-skin air flow,  𝑇I would be close 

to the human skin temperature when outer garments are worn and may be assumed to 

be 33 ºC.  

 

4.3.3 Thermal manikin tests 

 

The thermal manikin – Walter in standing 10 and sedentary 11 states were set under the 

non-sweating condition with an impermeable skin (Fig. 4-2). Environment setting 

were the same with that in the flow tests. The mean skin temperature (MST) of the 

thermal manikin was controlled at 35 ºC. The cooling or heating power provided by 

the ACUS would be measured by the change in energy consumption of the thermal 
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manikin. The condition without turning on the TECU was used as the control. Two 

experiments were conducted, one was to compare three garment prototypes and 

another was to study the influence of body postures. Three body postures (viz. 

standing, sedentary in non-leaning position, sedentary with upper body leaning on 

chairback) were tested with the Prototype II worn on the manikin. All the tests were 

repeated for 3 times. Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 4-2E, clothing microclimate 

temperature (CMT) in chest area was measured by two RTD temperature sensors (PT-

100 Class A, Omega; accuracy: ± 0.15 ºC).  

 

  
(A)                     (B) 

  
(C)                     (D) 
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(E) 

Figure 4-2. Thermal manikin tests (A) Standing (B) Sedentary (C) Sedentary non-

leaning (D) Sedentary leaning (E) Position of sensors for clothing microclimate 

temperature 

 

4.3.4. Human subject tests 

 

A total of 14 male subjects (age: 25.1 ± 4.7, height: 177 ± 3.5 cm, weight: 74.8 ± 2.6 

kg) were recruited for the experiment. 8 subjects participated heating tests and other 6 

participated cooling tests. Each subject participated the experiments on two days, one 

day for the treatment group and another day for the control group. Subjects were asked 

not to take caffeine and alcohol 24 hours prior to each test. Before the experiment, 

subjects were provided with the same meal and same clothing, including shirt, pants, 

tie and suit jacket. Subjects in the treatment groups were asked to wear the ACUS 

Prototype II beneath the shirt. Then all subjects took a rest in a room with 23.9 ºC (75 

ºF) ambient temperature for 60 minutes, which allowed them to get a stable state of 

body temperature before the test. Local skin temperatures of subjects were measured 

with digital thermometers (DS 1923, iButton; accuracy: ± 0.5°C, resolution: 
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0.0625°C) attached to the skin of measuring locations. Based on the ISO 9886 

standard, 8 points weighting scheme was used to calculate the weighted mean skin 

temperature (MST). Then, subjects entered the climate chamber and started with 45 

minutes acclimatization, during which they were asked to sit without leaning on the 

chairback and meanwhile work with laptops. The climate chamber was set at 18.9 ºC 

(66 ºF) and RH 50% for the heating tests and at 26.1 ºC (79 ºF) and RH 50% for the 

cooling tests, respectively. After the acclimatization, the TECU was turned on for the 

subjects in the treatment group, while the control group didn’t change. The cooling or 

heating treatment lasted for 40 minutes. The operation conditions of TECU were the 

same as those for the manikin tests. Subjects in both groups were asked to alternate 

their sitting positions between non-leaning and leaning on the chairback during the 

period of treatment. 

 

4.4 Results 

 

Table 1 shows the comparison between flow tests and thermal manikin tests in heating 

power of different undergarment prototypes. The only variable of these three 

prototypes was the length of the tubing. Results of flow tests indicate, the theoretical 

heating power of three prototypes were almost the same, which means length of tubing 

didn’t influence the heating power in this situation. In thermal manikin tests, Prototype 

III showed significantly lower heating power than Prototype I and II (T-test, p-value < 

0.05), while there was no significant difference between Prototype I and II. Similarly, 

in the cooling condition (Table 2), Prototype II showed significantly higher cooling 

power than Prototype III in manikin tests, while they were almost equal in flow tests. 
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Table 4-1. Heating power of ACUS prototypes achieved by different testing methods 

 

Testing method Prototype I Prototype II Prototype III 

Flow test 18.34 W 18.23 W 18.53 W 

Manikin test 17.9 ± 0.8 W 18.6 ± 0.5 W 15.6 ± 0.9 W 

 

Table 4-2. Cooling power of ACUS prototypes achieved by different testing methods 

 

Testing method Prototype I Prototype II Prototype III 

Flow test  N/A  18.52 W  18.48 W 

Manikin test  N/A  17.3 ± 0.3 W  13.6 ± 0.1 W 

 

Table 3 and Table 4 show the heating and cooling power of the ACUS for three 

postures in manikin tests. The results indicate that both heating and cooling power for 

standing posture were significantly lower than those for sedentary postures (t-test, p-

value < 0.05). For sedentary posture, non-leaning position and leaning position had no 

significant difference in heat power. But for cooling power, leaning position showed 

significantly higher value than non-leaning position.  

  

Table 3 and 4 also shows the change of clothing microclimate temperature (CMT) in 

chest area due to the heating and cooling effect of the ACUS. In both heating and 

cooling conditions, CMT change in the standing condition was less than that of the 

sedentary condition, which corresponds with the result of manikin tests. On the other 

hand, sedentary leaning posture leaded to a larger change of CMT compared with the 

non-leaning sedentary posture in the heating condition, but it didn’t result in a 

significantly higher heating power as mentioned above (Table 3). Therefore, to further 
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explore how heating and cooling effect of the ACUS were influenced by sedentary 

postures, skin temperatures of different body locations were investigated in human 

subject tests. 

 

Table 4-3. Comparison among different postures in heating power and CMT 
 

Postures Heating Power CMT 

Control 

CMT 

Heating 

CMT 

Change 

Standing 18.6 ± 0.5 W 

 

34.4 ºC 36.4 ºC 2.0 ºC 

Sedentary 

Non-leaning 

20.0 ± 0.3 W 

 

35.1 ºC 38.0 ºC 2.9 ºC 

Sedentary 

Leaning 

20.8 ± 0.6 W 

 

35.1 ºC 38.6 ºC 3.5 ºC 

 

Table 4-4. Comparison among different postures in cooling power and CMT 

 

Postures Cooling Power CMT 

Control 

CMT 

Cooling 

CMT 

Change 

Standing 17.3 ± 0.3 W 

 

34.9 ºC 31.2 ºC -3.7 ºC 

Sedentary 

Non-leaning 

18.6 ± 0.2 W 

 

34.7 ºC 30.2 ºC -4.5 ºC 

Sedentary 

Leaning 

20.0 ± 0.4 W 

 

34.6 ºC 29.0 ºC -5.6 ºC 
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Fig. 4-3A shows the change of chest temperature during heating tests. The chest 

temperature of the treatment group increased rapidly since the turning on of the TECU 

for heating. For the last 20 minutes, the chest temperature of the heating group was 

about 3.4 ºC higher than that of the control group. Also, it can be observed, the 

increase of chest temperature for the heating group become faster at the 60th minute 

when subjects leaned on the chair back, while the chest temperature dropped at the 

65th minute when subjects stopped leaning. This trend repeated in the following cycles 

of posture alternation, in which chest temperature always increased during the leaning 

sessions and decreased during the non-leaning sessions. The response of chest 

temperature to the change of sitting posture corresponded with the result of CMT 

measured in manikin tests (Table 3). While, for the control group, chest temperature 

didn’t change with the alternation of sitting postures.  

 

Fig. 4-3B shows the temperature change at back during the heating treatment. The 

scapula temperature of the heating group was about 1.3 ºC higher than that of the 

control group during the last 20 minutes. For the heating group, the scapula 

temperature increased faster in the first leaning session and decreased in the following 

non-leaning session. But such variation was not that obvious in the following cycles. 

For the control group, there was significant change of scapula temperature in response 

to the alternation of sitting posture during all sessions. Fig. 4-3C shows the skin 

temperature change of other body locations for subjects in heating group. These body 

locations were not blown with heated air and the skin temperatures didn’t increase 

obviously during the heating treatment. Even though the skin temperature at left lower 

arm tended to ascend in leaning sessions and descend in non-leaning sessions as well, 

this variation was minor and not comparable with that of chest and back areas.  
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(A) 

 
(B) 
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(C) 

 

 
(D) 
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(E) 

 

 
(F) 

Figure 4-3. Change of skin temperature at different locations with time in human 

subject heating/cooling tests. 
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In the cooling condition, as shown in Fig. 4-3D, the chest temperature for the 

treatment group was about 3.0 ºC lower than that of the control group during the last 

20 minutes. For the cooling group, chest temperature went through a sudden drop in 

the first leaning session. After that, chest temperature always tended to decrease in 

leaning sessions and increase in non-leaning sessions, which also corresponded with 

the CMT change shown in Table 4. The control group didn’t show such variation of 

chest temperature correlated with the alternation of sitting postures. In Fig. 4-3E, the 

scapula temperature of the cooling group was 0.6 ºC lower than that of the control 

group. Even though the difference between two groups was relatively small (t-test, p-

value = 0.068), it can be clearly observed that for the cooling group, scapula 

temperature decreased in leaning sessions and increased in non-leaning sessions. On 

the other hand, unlike the heating condition, the scapula temperature of control group 

in the cooling condition didn’t show a significant correlation with sedentary postures. 

Fig. 4-3F shows that skin temperatures of other body locations didn’t go through a 

significant drop during the cooling treatment and they were not affected by the 

alternation of sitting postures as well. 

 

4.5 Discussion 

 

Result of flow tests in Table 1 and 2 proved that heating and cooling effect of the 

ACUS were not affected by the length of tubing, the lower heating and cooling 

capacity of Prototype III showed in manikin tests were probably caused by an early 

escaping of the air flow from collar of shirt before a complete heat exchange within 

the clothing microclimate due to the higher location of the wind outlet (Fig. 4-1C). In 

thermal manikin tests, higher cooling/heating power and greater CMT change in chest 

area for sedentary postures represented more active ventilation and more complete 
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heat exchange of the suppled air flow within the clothing microclimate. It was 

probably due to the enlargement of inner space between clothing layer and skin 

surface as a result of extruding or folding of clothing layer in chest area caused by the 

change of postures. 

 

In human subject heating tests (Fig. 4-3B), the variation of scapula temperature in 

control group proved that the leaning posture not only influence the effect of air 

heating, but also affect the heat transfer in normal clothing systems as mentioned in 

previous study [9]. The increased scapula temperature of the control group in leaning 

sessions was probably due to the higher thermal insulation provided by the chairback. 

However, this phenomenon was not obvious in the control group of cooling condition 

(Fig. 4-3E), which was probably because the temperature gradient between the 

environment and the back was much smaller in the cooling condition than that in the 

heating condition (viz. 8 ~ 9 ºC for the former and about 14 ºC for the later). The 

larger temperature difference amplified the thermal insulation of the backrest, which 

prevented heat transferred from body to the environment. Also, the increase of thermal 

insulation caused by the leaning posture was not obvious for all treatment groups, 

because the air flow at back area can attenuate the still air layer captured in clothing 

microclimate. As a result, the leaning position actually reduce the overall air heating 

effect of the ACUS. 

 

The influence of leaning postures on scapula temperature was more significant for the 

cooling group than that for the heating group (Fig. 4-3B and 4-3E). This influence was 

probably related with the temperature difference between the air flow and skin surface. 

[7] The air temperature at the outlet of the tubing in the cooling condition was 

measured to be 10.3 ºC lower than the skin temperature (viz. 35 ºC in manikin tests), 
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while the temperature difference was only 6.5 ºC in the heating condition. During 

leaning sessions, air gap between clothing layer and back was almost gone, the 

clothing layer already cooled by the supplied air would further reduce the skin 

temperature in close contact because of the higher thermal conductivity of fabric than 

the air. 

 

Besides, the insignificant temperature change at other body locations (Fig. 4-3C and 4-

3F) indicated that the both cooling and heating effect mainly attributed to the 

temperature change at chest and back areas. In the heating condition, leaning posture 

actually reduced the heating effect at back, because the skin temperature of the control 

group raised during leaning sessions (Fig. 4-3B). It can explain why the heating power 

achieved from manikin tests for leaning condition was not significantly higher than 

that of the non-leaning condition (Table 3), even though the chest CMT in leaning 

sessions was higher than that in non-leaning sessions. In the cooling condition, for 

both chest and back areas, cooling effect was enhanced during leaning sessions. 

Therefore, cooling power measured in manikin tests for leaning condition was 

significantly higher than that in the non-leaning conditions (Table 4).  

 

4.6 Conclusion 

 

The position of wind outlet in an air distribution system can influence the 

heating/cooling efficiency of the ACUS, especially when outlets are close to openings 

or the collar of clothing. The heating and cooling effects are also affected by the body 

postures. Sedentary posture can help enhance the heating/cooling effect due to the 

more active air ventilation in chest area of clothing microclimate. Besides, leaning 

position of sedentary posture can further increase the cooling power, because the heat 
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transfer rate can be enhanced at both chest and back. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

CONCLUSION  

5.1 Main findings 
 

This study mainly focused on the development and investigation of a thermoregulatory 

clothing system, which aimed at maintaining occupants’ thermal comfort when the 

neutral band of ambient temperature (21.1 °C ~ 23.9 °C) get expanded by 2.2 °C on 

both sides for energy saving. There are three main findings in this work: 

 

First, an integrated thermoelectric air-conditioning undergarment system (ACUS), 

composed of a thermoelectric energy conversion unit (TECU) and air  

distributing tubing system, has been developed. With a theoretical modeling, a tree-

like tubing network with different tubing diameters at different levels was designed for 

a wide spread of air distribution. With the specific diameter ratio, the tree-like tubing 

system realized the minimum flow resistance at fixed tubing volume. It was also 

demonstrated that the optimal diameter ratio between main and branching channels 

bring a higher energy and volume efficiency. 

 

Second, the required heating/cooling power at expanded ambient temperature was 

redefined. Different from previous analysis, in this research, the thermal comfort skin 

temperature was considered as a range rather than a specific value. With this concept, 

we investigated the influence of environment conditions on the mean skin temperature 

and redefine the comfortable skin temperatures at different environmental conditions. 

As a result, the required cooling/heating power can be calculated. The new estimation 

was further testified in thermal manikin test as well as the evaluation of thermal 
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sensation and proved to be consistent in all tests. 

 

Third, it was found that the cooling and heating performance of the ACUS can be 

improved in sedentary condition because of the change in clothing inner space. In 

addition, the sedentary leaning position can further enhance cooling effect. The outlet 

of the tubing network shouldn’t be too close to the collar in order to avoid an early 

escape of heating/cooling air before a complete heat exchange with human body.   

 

5.2 Future study 

 

This study only investigated the cooling/heating performance of the ACUS on male 

subjects. However, female with different body shape and different comfortable skin 

temperature from male may require different amount of cooling/heating power for 

thermal comfort, which needs to be explored in future studies.  

 

For the influence of body postures on the performance of ACUS, only the sedentary 

condition was investigated here. While, other conditions such as walking may also 

affect the cooling/heating performance of the system because of the change in clothing 

inner space.  

 

For the required cooling and heating power at expended ambient temperature, we 

discussed the minimum requirement for the purpose of energy saving. But for a higher 

level of thermal comfort, a higher cooling/heating power may be required and there 

should be an upper limit to prevent over cooling/heating as well. Therefore, the 

comfortable range of cooling/heating power demand further investigations. 
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In the cooling mode, ACUS is able to provide even stronger cooling effect when 

perspiration evaporation is involved. A further investigation of air-cooling effect on 

sweating wearers will help to evaluate the performance of ACUS in hotter 

environments or exercise conditions. 


